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DIVIDENDS, EARNINGS, AND STOCK PRICES 
M. J. Gordon* 

T HE three possible hypotheses with respect 
to what an investor pays for when he ac- 

quires a share of common stock are that he is 
buying (i) both the dividends and the earnings, 
(2) the dividends, and (3) the earnings. It may 
be argued that most commonly he is buying the 
price at some future date, but if the future price 
will be related to the expected dividends and/or 
earnings on that date, we need not go beyond 
the three hypotheses stated. This paper will 
critically evaluate the hypotheses by deriving 
the relation among the variables that follows 
from each hypothesis and then testing the the- 
ories with cross-section sample data. That is, 
price, dividend, and earnings data for a sample 
of corporations as of a point in time will be used 
to test the relation among the variables predict- 
ed by each hypothesis. 

The variation in price among common stocks 
is of considerable interest for the discovery of 
profitable investment opportunities, for the guid- 
ance of corporate financial policy, and for the 
understanding of the psychology of investment 
behavior.' Although one would expect that this 
interest would find expression in cross-section 
statistical studies, a search of the literature is 
unrewarding. 

Cross-section studies of a sort are used ex- 
tensively by security analysts to arrive at buy 
and sell recommendations. The values of certain 
attributes such as the dividend yield, growth in 
sales, and management ability are obtained and 
compared for two or more stocks. Then, by some 
weighting process, a conclusion is reached from 
this information that a stock is or is not an 

attractive buy at its current price.2 Graham and 
Dodd go so far as to state that stock prices 
should bear a specified relation to earnings and 
dividends, but they neither present nor cite data 
to support the generalization.3 The distin- 
guished theoretical book on investment value 
by J. B. Williams contains several chapters de- 
voted to the application of the theory, but his 
empirical work is in the tradition of the invest- 
ment analyst's approach.4 The only study along 
the lines suggested here that is known to the 
writer is a recent one on bank stocks by David 
Durand.5 

In contrast with the dearth of published stud- 
ies the writer has encountered a number of 
unpublished cross-section regressions of stock 
prices on dividends, earnings, and sometimes 
other variables. In these the correlations were 
high, but the values of the regression coefficients 
and their variation among samples (different 
industries or different years) made the eco- 
nomic significance of the results so questionable 
that the investigators were persuaded to aban- 
don their studies. There is reason to believe 
that the unsatisfactory nature of the findings is 
due in large measure to the inadequacy of the 
theory employed in interpreting the model, and 
it is hoped that this paper will contribute to a 
more effective use of cross-section stock price 
studies by presenting what might be called the 
elementary theory of the variation in stock 
prices with dividends and earnings. 

Before proceeding, it may be noted that there 
have been some time series studies of the varia- 
tion in stock prices with dividends and other 
variables. The focus of these studies has been 
the relation between the stock market and the 
business cycle6 and the discovery of profitable 

* The research for this paper was supported by the Sloan 
Research Fund of the School of Industrial Management at 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology. The author has 
benefited from the advice of Professors Edwin Kuh, Eli 
Shapiro, and Gregory Chow. The computations were done 
in part at the M.I.T. Computation Center. 

'Assume that the hypothesis stock price, P f (xi, X2,...), 

is stated so that it can be tested, and it is found to do a 
good job of explaining the variation in price among stocks. 
The model and its coefficients thereby shed light on what 
investors consider and the weight they give these variables 
in buying common stocks. This information is valuable to 
corporations insofar as the prices of their stocks influence 
their financial plans. It is also true that a stock selling at a 
price above or below that predicted by the model deserves 
special consideration by investors. 

2 Illustrations of this method of analysis may be found 
in texts on investment analysis such as: Graham and Dodd, 
Security Analysis, 3rd ed. (New York, i95i); and Dowrie 
and Fuller, Investments (New York, I94I). 

' Graham and Dodd, op. cit., 454 ff. 
'The Theory of Investment Value (Cambridge, I938). 
5Bank Stock Prices and the Bank Capital Problem, Occa- 

sional Paper 54, National Bureau of Economic Research 
(New York, I957). 

'J. Tinbergen, "The Dynamics of Share-Price Forma- 
tion," this REVIEW, XXi (November I939), 153-60; and 
Paul G. Darling, "A Surrogative Measure of Business Con- 
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investment opportunities.7 They have not been 
concerned with explaining the variation in price 
among stocks, and it is questionable whether 
such data can be effectively used for this pur- 
pose. Auto-correlation in the time series would 
impair the significance of the regression coeffi- 
cients for many of the variables. Possibly even 
more important, the use of time series assumes 
that the coefficient of a variable is constant over 
time but different among stocks. The exact op- 
posite is assumed in any attempt to explain 
preference among investment opportunities. 

The Sample 
To test each of the theories, price, dividend, 

and earnings data were obtained for four in- 
dustries and two years, so that there are eight 
samples in all. The years chosen were I95I and 
I954, and the industries and number of cor- 
porations for each industry are Chemicals, 32; 

Foods, 52; Steel, 34; and Machine Tools, 46. 
Including only those corporations which con- 

formed to a narrow definition of the industries 
mentioned did not provide samples of adequate 
size. Therefore, certain fringe classifications 
were included in each category. For instance, 
Chemicals includes pharmaceutical manufac- 
turers, and Steel includes forging manufacturers 
and certain other fabricators of steel as well as 
the basic steel producers. In general, while the 
corporations included in each sample can be 
considered to come under the label, there is con- 
siderable variation among them in such attri- 
butes as size, profitability, structure of the mar- 
kets in which they buy and sell, and investor 
status.8 

The use of eight samples rather than one 
provides a more rigorous test of the hypotheses. 
The industry and year selection of the data has 
the further advantage of allowing the use of 
a priori economic knowledge in evaluating the 
regression statistics. For instance, if the divi- 

dend coefficient is considered an estimate of the 
rate of profit, we want to know whether the 
estimate is reasonable on grounds broader than 
statistical significance. Good preferred stocks 
sold in these years at dividend yields of four to 
five per cent, and companies acquired in merg- 
ers were purchased for about five times their 
earnings before income taxes. Therefore, we 
would expect the rate of profit on common 
stocks to fall between four and ten per cent and 
the coefficient in question to fall between ten 
and twenty-five. Further, we would expect a 
particular rank in the coefficients. Corporations 
in the chemical industry are considered to have 
the advantages of, size, growth, and stability; 
foods represent an industry that is considered 
stable; steels represent an industry with large 
corporations which are considered vulnerable to 
cyclical fluctuations; and machine tools repre- 
sent an industry of comparatively small cor- 
porations which are also vulnerable to the busi- 
ness cycle. Accordingly, one might expect the 
rate of profit to vary among the industries in 
the order just given. Further, I95I was a year 
of war profits with the outlook for the future 
somewhat uncertain. By contrast, while there 
was some talk of recession in I954, there was 
little evidence that the high level of income ex- 
tending back a number of years would fall 
sharply in the near future. Accordingly, one 
might expect that the coefficients would differ 
in a predictable manner between the two years. 

Dividends and Earnings 
Given the task of explaining the variation in 

price among common stocks, the investigator 
may observe that stockholders are interested in 
both dividend and income per share and derive 
immediately from this observation the model: 

P = ao + a,D + a2 Y (I) 

where P = the year-end price, D = the year's 
dividend, and Y = the year's income. The 
equation may be considered of interest solely 
for the multiple correlation between the actual 
and predicted price, in which case no meaning 
can be given to the regression coefficients. Al- 
ternatively, the equation may be read to mean 
that the coefficients a, and a2 represent the value 
the market places on dividends and earnings 
respectively, a possible objective being the 

fidence and Its Relation to Stock Prices," Journal of Finance, 
x (December I955), 442-58. 

'The outstanding example of this is The Value Line In- 
vestment Survey. In addition, numerous articles in the 
Analysts Journal and the Journal of Finance analyze the 
change over time of price with other variables. A paper of 
some interest is D. Harkavy, "The Relation Between Re- 
tained Earnings and Common Stock Prices for Large, Listed 
Corporations," Journal of Finance, viii (September I953), 
I83-97. 

'A list of the corporations and a description of how they 
were selected may be obtained from the writer on request. 
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measurement of the relative importance of the 
two variables. However, a share of stock like 
any other asset is purchased for the expected 
future income it provides. This income may be 
the dividend or it may be the earnings per share, 
but it cannot be both. The model is therefore 
conceptually weak. 

The unfortunate consequence of this prag- 
matic approach to the measurement of the vari- 
ation in stock prices with dividend and earnings 
is illustrated by the data of Table i. The divi- 
dend coefficient for chemicals in I95I is nega- 
tive and machine tools has the highest coeffi- 
cient. Between I95I and I954 the chemicals 
coefficient changes from approximately zero to 
25. Many of the dividend coefficients are ma- 
terially below ten, and in I954 the highest co- 
efficient is five times the lowest. The income 
coefficients, with the exception of chemicals in 
I95I, are extraordinarily low as measures of 
the price the market is willing to pay for earn- 
ings. 

Machine tools in I95I and chemicals in I954 

have income coefficients that are not significant- 
ly different from zero, and three of the other 
coefficients are materially below five. Armed 
only with the theory just stated, it would be 
most difficult to infer from the data the exist- 
ence of a logical structure in the pricing of 
common stocks. 

The Dividend Hypothesis 
The hypothesis that the investor buys the 

dividend when he aquires a share of stock seems 
intuitively plausible because the dividend is 
literally the payment stream that he expects to 
receive. In implementing the hypothesis it must 
be recognized that the stockholder is interested 
in the entire sequence of dividend payments 
that he may expect and not merely the current 
value. For the purpose of arriving at an opera- 
tional model we may represent this infinite se- 
quence by two quantities, one the current divi- 
dend and the other a measure of the expected 
growth in the dividend. 

Among the events which will lead to an in- 
crease in a corporation's dividend are: success- 
ful trading on its equity, an increase in its return 
on investment, and selling additional common 
stock when the rate of profit the corporation can 
earn is above the rate at which its stock is sell- 
ing. However, there is no doubt that the most 
important and predictable cause of growth in a 
corporation's dividend is retained earnings. For 
those interested in a more rigorous argument it 
has been shown that if a corporation is expected 
to earn a return r on investment and retain a 
fraction b of its income, the corporation's divi- 
dend can be expected to grow at the rate br.9 If 
the investment or book value per share of com- 
mon stock is B, then 

br Y-D y Y-D 
(2) 

Y B B(2 

Investors are interested in growth and not rate 
of growth, since a high rate of growth starting 
with a low initial value will pay off in the heavi- 
ly discounted distant future, and it will not be 
as attractive as a lower rate of growth starting 
from a higher initial value. Therefore, in a 
model where price and dividend are absolute 
quantities, it is likely that retained earnings 
per share without deflation by book value is a 
better measure of growth than the rate of growth. 

The previous discussion has provided the 
economic rationale for using the equation 

P = ao + a, D + a2 (Y-D) (3) 

TABLE I.- MODEL I, REGRESSION OF PRICE ON 

DIVIDEND AND INCOME 

Constant Coefficient and Multiple 
Sample term standard error of correlation 

D Y 

I95I-Chemicals -7.0 -.8 I6.7 .93 
(5.2) (3.I) 

Foods .J 7.0 5.5 .90 

(I-5) (.9) 
Steels 5.5 6.6 2.0 .86 

(i.8) (.6) 
Machine tools 2.4 I2.0 .8 .90 

(I.2) (.5) 
I954- Chemicals -3.0 25.7 .3 .92 

(5.2) (3.3) 
Food -4 I0.4 5.6 .9I 

(2.2) (I.0) 

Steels 8.7 8.4 2.0 *94 

(I -7) (.8) 
Machine tools 6.3 5.5 4.I .89 

(I-4) (.6) 

'The argument is developed more fully in M. J. Gordon 
and Eli Shapiro, "Capital Equipment Analysis: The Re- 
quired Rate of Profit," Management Science, DiI (October 
I956), I02-IO. 
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to represent the hypothesis that the investor 
buys the dividend when he acquires a share of 
stock. The reciprocal of the dividend coefficient 
may be looked on as an estimate of the rate of 
profit the market requires on common stocks 
without growth, and the retained earnings co- 
efficient is the estimate of what the market is 
willing to pay for growth. 

Table 2 presents the eight sample estimates 
of the model's coefficients. The I95i dividend 
coefficients are considerably superior to those 
of Model I under the criteria stated earlier for 
their absolute and relative values. Only the 
machine tools coefficient appears comparatively 
high. The I954 coefficients vary among the in- 
dustries as expected and they fall within the 
expected range. The spread in the coefficients 
is only one-half the range of those in Model I, 
but it still seems quite large. In particular one 
might wonder at the high chemicals-I954 co- 
efficient, the low steels-i95I and machine tools- 
I954 values, and the strong inverse correlation 
between the coefficients and the constant terms. 

Turning now to the retained earnings coeffi- 
cients, what would we expect of them? Since 
they represent the price the market is willing to 
pay for growth in the dividend, with retained 
earnings serving as an index of growth, the only 
statement with respect to their values that fol- 
lows from the theory is that they should be 
positive. It may be thought nonetheless that 
their values seem low, and the absence of sta- 
tistical significance at the five per cent level for 
two coefficients, machine tools-I95I and chem- 
icals-Ig954, is particularly disturbing. The really 
surprising result is the negative chemicals co- 
efficients for I954. On the other hand there is 
some a priori credibility in the findings. Growth 
is most uncertain and it becomes quantitatively 
important by comparison with the current divi- 
dend in the distant future. Also, apart from the 
I954 chemicals there is a rough correspondence 
between the rank of the coefficients and notions 
as to the comparative stability of earnings 
among the industries. 

The reader may have noted (i) the multiple 
correlation coefficients in Tables i and 2 are the 
same for each industry year, (2) the earnings 
and retained earnings coefficients, a2 and a2 are 
the same, and (3) the dividend coefficient a, = a, 
+ a2. On the first point, in both equations price 

is a linear function of the same variables, so that 
they both yield the same correlation coefficients. 
The earnings and retained earnings coefficients 
are the same, since the change in earnings is the 
same as the change in retained earnings when 
the dividend is held constant. The difference in 
the dividend coefficients is due to the fact that 
in equation (i) the increase in dividend involves 
a corresponding reduction in retained earnings, 
whereas in equation (3) retained earnings is 
held constant. 

The dividend hypothesis provides a more 
reasonable interpretation of equation (i) than 
the interpretation given in the previous section. 
If growth is valued highly, an increase in the 
dividend with a corresponding reduction in re- 
tained earnings will not increase the value of a 
share as much as when a low value is placed on 
growth. There is some tendency for the a, co- 
efficients to vary among industries accordingly. 
Another point to be noted is that the standard 
error of a, is below that for a,. This combined 
with the higher values of the former coefficients 
means that the change in price with the divi- 
dend can be predicted with much greater accu- 
racy when retained earnings are held constant 
than when the increase comes out of retained 
earnings. 

The Earnings Hypothesis 
The third hypothesis is that the investor buys 

the income per share when he acquires a share 

TABLE 2. - MODEL II, REGRESSION OF PRICE ON 
DIVIDEND AND RETAINED EARNINGS 

Constant Coefficient and Multiple 
Sample term standard error of correlation 

D Y-D 

I 95 I-Chemicals -7.0 I5.9 I6.7 .93 
(2.7) (3 .) 

Foods .1 I 2.5 5-5 .90 
(I.I) (.9) 

Steels 5.5 8.6 2.0 .86 
(I.5) (.6) 

Machine tools 2.4 I2.8 .8 .90 

(I.0) (.5) 
I954- Chemicals -3.0 30.0 .3 .92 

(2.6) (3-3) 
Foods -.4 I5.9 5.6 .9I 

(I.5) (I.0) 
Steels 8.7 I0.4 2.0 .94 

(I -4) (.8) 
Machine tools 6.3 9.6 4.I .89 

(I.2) (.6) 
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of stock. The rationale is that regardless of 
whether they are distributed to him the stock- 
holder has an ownership right in the earnings 
per share. He receives the dividend in cash and 
the retained earnings in a rise in the share's 
value, and if he wants additional cash he can 
always sell a fraction of his equity. In short, 
the corporate entity is a legal fiction that is not 
material with respect to his rights in the cor- 
poration or the value he places on them.'0 One 
can argue further that the different tax treat- 
ment of dividends and capital gains creates a 
stockholder preference for retained earnings. 

The hypothesis may be tested by reference to 
the data of Table 2. If the investor is indiffer- 
ent to the fraction of earnings distributed, the 
dividend and retained earnings coefficients of 
Model II should be the same. However, with 
the exception of chemicals-I95 I the difference 
between the coefficients is statistically signifi- 
cant. Durand's bank stock study presents the 
same picture on this question." 

Since the proposition that the rate of profit 
at which a common stock sells is independent 
of the dividend rate has some intuitive merit, a 
theoretical explanation of the statistical findings 
presented above is of interest. The first point to 
be noted is that the dividend hypothesis is cor- 
rect regardless of whether the earnings hypoth- 
esis is correct. The only point at issue is whether 
the dividend hypothesis is unnecessary. Can 
one study the pricing of common stocks and 
related questions without considering the frac- 
tion of income paid in dividends? It is therefore 
possible to investigate the problem by using a 
more rigorous formulation of the dividend hy- 
pothesis to establish the condition for the valid- 
ity of the earnings hypothesis. 

Let k be the rate of profit at which a stock is 
selling, Yt the income expected in year t, b the 
fraction of income the corporation is expected 
to retain, and r the rate of profit it is expected 
to earn on investment. The corporation's divi- 
dend is expected to grow at the rate br, and the 
price of the stock at t = o is: 

00 

Po = I (I-b)Yte ktdt 
0 

f C (I-b)Yoebrte-ktdt. (4) 
0 

The price of the share is finite and the integra- 
tion may be carried out if k > br, in which case 

= (I-b) Y? (5) k -br 

It may be noted that if k = r, equation (5) 
reduces to 

Po = i Y?' (6) 

but this is not relevant to the question at issue. 
For the earnings hypothesis to be valid, it is 
necessary that k be independent of b. That is, 
the rate of profit required by the market should 
be independent of the fraction of income re- 
tained. 

We could reason as follows. A necessary con- 
dition for the price of a stock to be finite is 
k > br. This condition is most easily satisfied 
if k is an increasing function of br, and if this 
is true we would also expect that k will vary 
with b. Other things equal, the rate of profit 
required on a common stock will vary for a 
corporation and among corporations inversely 
with the dividend rate. 

An argument with considerably more the- 
oretical content can be derived from the two 
following assumptions, both of which appear 
reasonable. (i) The rate at which a future pay- 
ment is discounted increases with its uncertain- 
ty; and (2) the uncertainty of a future payment 
increases with the time in the future at which 
it will be received. It follows that the rate of 
profit at which a stream of expected payments 
is discounted is really an average of rates, each 
weighted by the size of the payment. The larger 
the distant payments relative to the near pay- 
ments, the higher the average rate that equates 
the stream of payments with the price, the latter 
obtained by discounting each future payment at 
its appropriate rate. The relative size of the 
distant payments will of course vary with the 
rate of growth. Therefore, given the current 
earnings, the rate of profit required on a share 
increases with the fraction of income retained. 
The same reasoning provides an explanation for 
the tendency of interest rates on bonds to in- 

'LThis appears to be a widely held point of view in the 
economics literature. See for example Lutz and Lutz, The 
Theory of Investment of the Firm (Princeton, I95I). The 
question is nowhere considered explicitly, but it is implicit 
in the material treated on pages 155 f. 

I Durand, op. cit., Io-i I. 
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crease, other things being the same, with the 
maturity of the bond. 

Refinements in the Model 
Equation (3) is an extremely simple and crude 

expression of the dividend hypothesis, and in- 
sofar as the values of the coefficients are suspect, 
it may be due to limitations of the model. In 
this section we shall discuss the more important 
limitations, suggest how they may be dealt with, 
and then present data for a model that attempts 
to overcome some of these limitations. 

i. Correlation between the variables and 
variation in the coefficients among industries is 
due in part to the scale factor. The problem 
may be stated as follows. Assume a sample of 
n corporations for all of which the dividend is 
the same, the price differs among the shares, 
and the average of the prices is higher than the 
dividend. There is no correlation between divi- 
dend and price. However, if n numbers are 
selected at random and the price and dividend 
of each share is multiplied by one of these num- 
bers, correlation between the variables will be 
created. Further, if each of the n random num- 
bers is first multiplied by a constant greater 
than one, the correlation and the regression co- 
efficient will be larger the larger the value of 
this constant. The presence of so-called high- 
priced and low-priced stocks in a sample reflects 
in some part this scale factor. It is possible that 
by deflating the data, say by book value, and/or 
using logs we will moderate the influence of scale 
on the coefficients. 

2. The independent variables in equation (3) 
are the current values of dividends and retained 
earnings. These quantities are of interest, how- 
ever, only because they represent the latest 
available information for the prediction of fu- 
ture dividends. Insofar as these current values 
depart from averages over some prior period for 
extraordinary reasons, investment analysts main- 
tain that the changes should be discounted to 
arrive at what might be considered normal 
values. This suggests that some combination of 
current values and averages over a prior period 
for dividends and retained earnings would pro- 
vide a superior explanation of the variation in 
price among shares. 

3. The value the market places on a dividend 
expectation derived from past dividends and 

retained earnings may be expected to vary among 
corporations with the confidence in the dividend 
stream. This would suggest that the price of a 
share varies with other variables such as the 
size of the corporation, the relation of debt to 
equity, and the stability of its earning record. 
Insofar as the values of these variables vary 
among industries, failure to include them intro- 
duces variation and error in the dividend and 
retained earnings coefficients. 

4. In the present model the variation in price 
with growth in the dividend is estimated by 
using an index of growth, retained earnings, as 
the independent variable. A model in which it is 
possible to use the rate of growth itself might 
yield better results. More important, the defini- 
tion of the rate of growth has considerable the- 
oretical merit to date nothing superior has 
been proposed but there are empirical prob- 
lems involved in using it. Variation in account- 
ing practice among firms makes the use of book 
value as a measure of return on investment 
questionable. Also, the instability of corporate 
retained earnings and the possibility that they 
vary over time differently among industries may 
make the use of past values to predict the future 
an heroic assumption. This is particularly true 
if investors give considerable weight, rationally 
or otherwise, to other variables in predicting 
future earnings. 

Table 3 presents the regression statistics for 
the following model 

P=po+/ d+ 32 (d-d) 

+/33g+34 (g-g). (7) 

In this equation: 
P = year-end price divided by book value, 
d = average dividend for the prior five years 

divided by book value, 
d = current year's dividend divided by book 

value, 
g = average retained earnings for the prior five 

years divided by book value, 
g = current year's retained earnings divided by 

book value. 

The deflation by book value was undertaken 
to eliminate the scale effect discussed previous- 
ly.'2 The objective was only partially accom- 
plished, since correlation exists between the 

'The use of deflated variables in regression analysis is a 
debatable question. See David Durand, op. cit., 56; and 
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TABLE 3. REGRESSION OF PRICE ON DIVIDEND, RETAINED EARNINGS, CHANGE IN DIVIDEND, 

CHANGE IN RETAINED EARNINGS, ALL DEFLATED BY BOOK VALUE 

Coefficient and standard error of 
Constant _ _ - Multiple 

Sample term d d-d g g-g correlation 

I95I - Chemicals -.23 I2.42 9.79 I8.74 I4.36 .8o 

(2.63) (5.98) (5.96) (5.6o) 
Foods .04 I4.04 8.o6 3.I6 4.57 .90 

(I .04) (2.49) (I.3 9) (I .58) 
Steels .I5 9.88 6.38 I.45 .4I .88 

(I.05) (I.87) (I.09) (i.o6) 
Machine tools .I2 I2.62 5.93 .I2 I.II .9I 

(I.I7) (2.75) (.99) (.80) 
I954-Chemicals .54 I7.38 I2.7I .I2 3.44 .79 

(2.92) (8.93) (6.39) (4.78) 
Foods -.03 I5.5I 8.74 5.15 5.96 .92 

(I.04) (2.82) (I.66) (I.67) 
Steels .I8 9.69 3.85 2.02 2.85 *9I 

(.99) (I.I3) (.68) (.67) 
Machine tools .05 II.65 6.o6 3.70 I.92 .87 

(I.I6) (I.74) (I.I2) (I.04) 

deflated and undeflated variables. For instance, 
correlation between P and p for the eight samples 
ranged from zero to .65 and was more than .4 
for six of the samples. 

The use of d and (d- d) assumes that the 
investor values a stock on the basis of the aver- 
age dividend during the prior five years and the 
amount by which the current value differs from 
this average. The same reasoning applies to g 
and (g- g), which by the way should be inter- 
preted as deflated retained earnings and not as 
growth rates in the context of this model. The 
coefficients ,8 may be interpreted as follows: 
1/3 = /2 (or /3 = 4) implies that the investors 
ignore the average dividend for the prior five 
years and consider only the current dividend; 

2 = o implies that the current dividend is ig- 
nored; ,81 > A32 implies that investors adjust to 
a change in the dividend with a lag,'3 i.e., the 
elasticity of expectations is less than one. The 
opposite is true if 83, </32. 

Turning to the data of Table 3 we see that 
five of the eight multiple correlation coefficients 
are lower than in Table 2, and for some the 
difference is large. This is due to the deflation 
by book value. For dividends, deflation and/or 

the use of both the average value and the de- 
parture from average appears to have done 
some good. The range of the dividend coeffi- 
cient has been reduced by comparison with 
Table 2, and the change in dividend coefficient 
is interesting. All but the chemicals coefficients 
are significant at the five per cent level, and 
they all are less than the d coefficients. There- 
fore, as expected, a rise in the dividend is dis- 
counted until the average has risen to the new 
level. 

The growth coefficients, however, are disap- 
pointing. First, the values for g are if anything 
poorer than the values for Y- D in Table 2. 

Second, three of the eight coefficients are not 
statistically significant at the five per cent level. 
Third, for some of the samples 34 3, which 
means that investors are either indifferent to 
past performance or prefer a share for which 
retained earnings has increased to one for which 
it has fallen. 

The performance of the model just discussed 
in explaining the variation in price among stocks 
is far superior to the simple empirical approach 
presented earlier. However, considerable room 
for improvement remains. The lines along 
which it will be realized appear to be a more 
effective representation of growth and the rec- 
ognition of variables which influence the valua- 
tion of a dividend expectation. Solution of the 
scale problem through a different structural re- 
lation among the variables may also be of value. 

Edwin Kuh and John R. Meyer, "Correlation and Regres- 
sion Estimates when the Data are Ratios," Econometrica, 
xxin (October 955), 400-i6. 

'We are talking about an unexpected change in the 
dividend, since d is the percentage that the dividend bears 
to book value. A rise in the dividend proportional to the 
rise in book value counts as no change in the dividend. 
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MANAGEMENT OF CORPORATE CAPITAL 

OPTIMAL INVESTMENT AND FINANCING POLICY* 

M. J. GORDONt 

IN TWO PAPERS1 AND IN a recent book2 I have presented theory and 
evidence which lead to the conclusion that a corporation's share 
price (or its cost of capital) is not independent of the dividend rate. 
As you may know, MM (Modigliani and Miller) have the opposite 
view, and they argued their position at some length in a recent 
paper.3 Moreover, the tone of their paper made it clear that they 
saw no reasonable basis on which their conclusion could be ques- 
tioned. Since they were so sure of their conclusion, it would seem 
advisable for me to review carefully my thinking on the subject, 
and this meeting appears to be a good time and place to do so. 

I 

Let us begin by examining MM's fundamental proof that the 
price of a share is independent of its dividend. They defined the 
value of a share at t - 0 as the present value of (1) the dividend it 
will pay at the end of the first period, Di, plus (2) the ex-dividend 
price of the share at the end of the period, Pi: 

pO=. 1 [D1+Pi] (1) 1 + k 

They then asked what would happen if the corporation, say, raised 
its dividend but kept its investment for the period constant by 
selling the additional number of shares needed to offset the funds 

* This paper and the following papers by Ezra Solomon, James E. Walter, and John 
Lintner, with discussions by Herbert Dougall, Merton Miller, and Robert F. Vandell, 
were presented at a meeting of the American Finance Association in Pittsburgh, Pa., 
on December 29, 1962. The program was under the chairmanship of J. Fred Weston. 

t Professor of business economics, University of Rochester. 
1. "Dividends, Earnings and Stock Prices," Review of Economics and Statistics, May, 

1959, pp. 99-105; "The Savings, Investment and Valuation of the Corporation," ibid., 
February, 1962, pp. 37-51. 

2. The Investment Financing and Valuation of the Corporation (Homewood, Ill.: 
R. D. Irwin, 1962). 

3. "Dividend Policy, Growth, and the Valuation of Shares," Journal of Business, 
October, 1961, pp. 411-33. 
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lost by the dividend increase. They demonstrated that the ex-divi- 
dend price of the stock at the end of the period would go down by 
exactly the same amount as the increase in the dividend. Since the 
sum D1 + Pi remains the same, Po is unchanged by the change in 
the dividend. 

I will not review their proof of the theorem in detail because I 
find nothing wrong with it under the assumption they made that the 
future is certain. However, after proving the theorem a number of 
times under different conditions, they withdrew the assumption of 
certainty and made the dramatic announcement, "our first step, alas, 
must be to jettison the fundamental valuation equation."4 Under 
uncertainty, they continued, it is not "at all clear what meaning can 
be attached to the discount factor... ."5 The implication which they 
made explicit in discussing my work is that under uncertainty we 
cannot represent investors as using discount rates to arrive at the 
present value of an expectation of future receipts. 

It would seem that all is lost. But no! On the very next page we 
are told that their "fundamental conclusion need not be modified 
merely because of the presence of uncertainty about the future 
course of profits, investment, or dividends. ...6 By virtue of the 
postulates of "imputed rationality" and "symmetric market rational- 
ity," it remains true that "dividend policy is irrelevant for the de- 
termination of market prices." 

Their paper continued with a discussion of market imperfections, 
in which they note that the most important one, the capital gains 
tax, should create a preference for low payout rates. They concede 
that it may nevertheless be true that high payout rates sell at a 
premium, but they found ". . . only one way to account for it, namely 
as a result of systematic irrationality on the part of the investing 
public." They concluded with the hope that ". . . investors, however 
naive they may be when they enter the market, do sometimes learn 
from experience; and perhaps, occasionally even from reading arti- 
cles such as this."8 

It would seem that under uncertainty they might have been less 
sure of their conclusion for two reasons. First, under uncertainty 
an invester need not be indifferent as to the distribution of the one- 
period gain on a share between the dividend and price appreciation. 
Since price appreciation is highly uncertain, an investor may prefer 

4. Miller and Modigliani, op. cit., p. 426. 

5. Ibid., p. 427. 7. Ibid., p. 429. 

6. Ibid., p. 428. 8. Ibid., p. 432. 
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the expectation of a $5 dividend and a $50 price to a zero dividend 
and a $55 price without being irrational. Second, the expectation 
of a stock issue at t - 1 may have a depressing influence on the 
price at t- 0. What MM did was both change the dividend and 
change the number of new shares issued. Can we be so sure that 
the price of a share will not change when these two events take 
place? 

II 
Let us turn now to the proof of the MM position on the dividend 

rate that I presented in my RES paper and book. The reasons for 
presenting this proof will be evident shortly. Consider a corporation 
that earned Yo in the period ending at t 0 and paid it all out in 
dividends. Further, assume that the corporation is expected to con- 
tinue paying all earnings in dividends and to engage in no outside 
financing. Under these assumptions the company is expected to 
earn and pay Yo in every future period. If the rate of return on 
investment that investors require on the share is k, we may repre- 
sent the valuation of the share as follows: 

P YO+=i -'F 
+ 

+YO 
. (2) 

( + k)l (+ k)2 ( + k)3 (+ k)t 

We may also say that k is the discount rate that equates the divi- 
dend expectation of Yo in perpetuity with the Price Po. 

Next, let the corporation announce at t 0 0 that it will retain and 
invest Y1 Y Yo during t 1 and that it expects to earn a rate of 
return of k - Yo/Po on the investment. In each subsequent period 
it will pay all earnings out in dividends. Share price is now given by 
the expression 

P 0 Yo+ kYo Yo+ kyo+ + Yo+ kYo 
(1 + k)' (1 + k)2 (1 + k)3 (1 + k)t (3 

Notice that the numerator of the first term on the right side is zero. 
It is the dividend and not the earnings in the period, since the in- 
vestor is correctly represented as using the dividend expectation in 
arriving at Po. If he were represented as looking at the earnings 
expectation, then as Bodenhorn9 noted, he would be double-counting 
the first period's earnings. 

It is evident that, as a result of the corporation's decision, the 
investor gives up Yo at the end of t 1 and receives, in its place, kYo 

9. Diran Bodenhorn, "On the Problem of Capital Budgeting," Journal of Finance, 
December, 1959, pp. 473-92. 
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in perpetuity. The distribution of dividends over time has been 
changed. It is also evident that k Yo in perpetuity discounted at k 
is exactly equal to Yo. Hence Po is unchanged, and the change in 
the distribution over time of the dividends had no influence on share 
price. In general, the corporation can be expected to retain and in- 
vest any fraction of the income in any period without share price being 
changed as a consequence, so long as r, the return on investment, is 
equal to k. If r > k for any investment, Po will be increased, but the 
reason is the profitability of investment and not the change in the 
time distribution of dividends. 

Assume now that when the corporation makes the announcement 
which changes the dividend expectation from the one given by equa- 
tion (2) to the one given by equation (3), investors raise the dis- 
count rate from k to k'. For the moment let us not wonder why the 
discount rate is raised from k to k', i.e., why the rate of return in- 
vestors require on the share is raised as a consequence of the above 
change in the dividend expectation. If this takes place, equation (3) 
becomes 

PO (1+k')' (l+k' )2 (1 + Y)3 (1 + ) 4 

It is clear that with k' > k, Po' < Po. 
Let us review what happened. The dividend policy changed: the 

near dividend was reduced, and the distant dividends were raised. 
This caused a rise in the discount rate, and the result was a fall in 
the price of the share. I, therefore, say that the change in dividend 
policy changed the share's price. 

In response to this argument, MM stated that I fell into "the 
typical confounding of dividend policy with investment policy."'0 
I don't understand their reasoning. It is well known that when the 
rate of return on investment is set equal to the discount rate, chang- 
ing the level of investment has no influence on share price. By this 
means, I neutralized the profitability of investment. It seems to me 
perfectly clear that I did not confound investment and dividend 
policy; I changed the discount rate. Share price changed with the 
dividend rate in the above example because the discount rate was 
changed. The issue, therefore, is whether the behavior of investors 
under uncertainty is correctly represented by a model in which the 
discount rate that equates a dividend expectation with its price is a 
function of the dividend rate. 

10. Miller and Modigliani, op. cit., p. 425. 
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I cannot categorically state that k is a function of the rate of 
growth in the dividend, i.e., the dividend rate, but I can present 
some theoretical considerations and empirical evidence in support of 
the theorem. It seems plausible that (1) investors have an aversion 
to risk or uncertainty, and (2), given the riskiness of a corporation, 
the uncertainty of a dividend it is expected to pay increases with the 
time in the future of the dividend. It follows from these two propo- 
sitions that an investor may be represented as discounting the divi- 
dend expected in period t at a rate of kt, with kt not independent of t. 
Furthermore, if aversion to risk is large enough and/or risk increases 
rapidly enough with time, kt increases with t. 

It is therefore possible, though not certain, that investor behavior 
is correctly approximated by the statement that, in arriving at the 
value of a dividend expectation, they discount it at the rates kt, t = 
1, 2 ... , with kt > kt-1. In this event the single discount rate we use 
in stock value models is an increasing function of the rate of growth 
in the dividend. In short, dividend policy influences share price. To 
illustrate the conclusion, let us rewrite equation (2): 

P= ( 01 + k)+ ( I + kt ) 2 + * ( _ _ 

We now look on the k of equation (2) as an average of the kt of 
equation (4) such that if the entire dividend expectation is dis- 
counted at this single rate, it results in the same share price. The 
discount rate k is an average of the kt with Yo, the weight assigned 
to each item. 

Once again let the corporation retain YV = Yo and invest it to 
earn kYo per period in perpetuity. Using the sequence of discount 
rates kt, the same as that appearing in equation (4), the valuation of 
the new dividend expectation becomes 

P/ = O Yo+ kYo Yo+ kYo Y0= kYo+ 5 
? (1 +kl)l l ++k2)2 ( +k-) . (1 +kt)t 

The shareholder gives up Yo and gets kYo in perpetuity, but the 
latter is now discounted at the rates kt, t = 2-o, and it can be 
shown that kYo so discounted is less than Yo. Hence Po' < Po, and 
dividend policy influences share price. It also can be shown that 
k', the new average of the same kt, is greater than k. In general, 
reducing the near dividends and raising the distant dividends (low- 
ering the dividend rate) changes the weights of the kt and raises 
their average. 
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III 

To summarize the theoretical part of my argument, I started with 
two assumptions: (1) aversion to risk and (2) increase in the un- 
certainty of a receipt with its time in the future. From these assump- 
tions I proceeded by deductive argument to the proposition that 
the single discount rate an investor is represented as using to value 
a share's dividend expectation is an increasing function of the rate 
of growth in the dividend. The consequence of the theorem is that 
dividend policy per se influences the value of a share. The assump- 
tions have enough intuitive merit, I believe, that the theorem may 
in fact be true. 

Before proceeding to the empirical evidence, I would like to com- 
ment briefly on two other criticisms MM directed at my argument. 
First, they differentiated between my "purely subjective discount 
rate and the objective market-given yields" and stated: "To attempt 
to derive valuation formulas from these purely subjective discount 
factors involves, of course, an error. . .. My assumptions and em- 
pirical results may be questioned, but where is the error? Does the 
theorem fail to follow from the assumptions? Why, as they suggest, 
is it logically impossible for an investor to arrive at the value of a 
share by estimating its future dividends and discounting the series 
at a rate appropriate to its uncertainty? 

The following MM criticism of my argument I find even more 
confusing. They stated: "Indeed if they [investors] valued shares 
according to the Gordon approach and thus paid a premium for higher 
payout ratios, then holders of the low payout shares would actually 
realize consistently higher returns on their investment over any stated 
interval of time."" Under this reasoning two shares cannot sell at 
different yields regardless of how much they differ in risk because 
the holders of the higher-yield share would "actually realize con- 
sistently higher returns over any stated interval of time." Do MM 
deny that investors have an aversion to risk? 

To test the theorem empirically, I proceeded as follows. The valu- 
ation of a share may be represented by the expression 

Po = fDt e-ktdt, (6) 

where Dt is the dividend expected in period t and k is an operator 
on the Dt that reduces them to their present value to the investor. 

11. Ibid., p. 424. 12. Ibid., p. 425. 
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Equation (6) is a perfectly general statement that is not open to 
question. However, to use the equation in empirical work, we must 
specify how investors arrive at DA from observable variables. For 
this, I assumed that investors expect a corporation will: (1) retain 
the fraction b of its income in each future period; (2) earn a rate 
of return, r, on the common equity investment in each future period; 
(3) maintain the existing debt-equity ratio; and (4) undertake no 
new outside equity financing. Under the above assumpions the cur- 
rent dividend is Do _ (1 - b) lfo, and its rate of growth is br. Fur- 
ther, the entire dividend expectation is represented by these two 
variables, and equation (6) is equal to 

(1-b)Yo 7 
Po~k- br 

The above four assumptions may be criticized as being too great 
a simplification of reality. I have admitted their limitations, and I 
welcome improvement, but I know of no other empirical model that 
contains as rich and accurate a statement of the dividend expectation 
provided by a share. Most empirical work, including the published 
work of MM, represents the investor as expecting that the corpora- 
tion will pay all earnings in dividends and engage in no outside 
financing. They, therefore, also ignore the influence of the profita- 
bility of investment on share price. This model incorporates a pre- 
diction of the corporation's investment and rate of return on the 
investment in each future period. The expected investment in period 
t is the fraction b of the period's income plus the leverage on the 
retention that maintains the corporation's existing debt-equity ratio. 
Further, the influence of this retention and borrowing on the divi- 
dend expectation is incorporated in the model. 

The interesting thing about the model as it stands is that it is 
consistent with the MM position and should provoke no objection. 
To see this, let us make their assumption that k is independent of 
b and, to neutralize the profitability of investment, let r - k. In this 
model, dividend policy is represented by b the retention rate, so 
that, if we take the derivative of Po with respect to b, we establish 
the relation between share price and the dividend rate. We find that 
SP18bO= 0. The value of a share is independent of the dividend 
rate-exactly what MM argue. 

One can use this model in empirical work under the assumption 
that k is independent of br. I did and obtained poor results. Since 
I found good theoretical grounds for believing that k is an increasing 
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function of br, it would seem reasonable to explore the hypothesis, 
and that is what I did. If k is an increasing function of br, we can 
write equation (7) as 

Po= Ao[ (1-b) Yo] [1 + br]a2. (8) 

In this expression, Ao represents the influence of all variables other 
than the current dividend, (1 - b) Yo, and its rate of growth, br. 
When b - 8, Po is the multiple Ao of Yo. As br increases, the divi- 
dend, (1 - b) Yo, falls and br rises, the former lowering price and 
the latter raising price. Whether Po rises or falls with b depends on 
r, the profitability of investment, and on a2. The expression a? may 
be looked on as how much investors are willing to pay for growth. 
Its value depends on how fast the kt rise with t, that is, on how fast 
uncertainty increases with time and on the degree of investor aver- 
sion to risk. 

It should be noted that equation (8) is not merely a stock value 
model. Given the investor's valuation of a share, Ao and a2, and, 
given the profitability of investment, r, the model may be used to 
find the retention rate (equal to the investment rate under our as- 
sumptions) that maximizes the value of a share. Extensions of the 
model developed elsewhere'3 allow its use to find the investment and 
the financing, retention, debt, and new equity that maximize share 
price. 

The empirical results I obtained with the above model have been 
published in detail,"4 and all I will say here is that they are very 
good. Although the results compare favorably with earlier work, 
they are not good enough to settle the question. MM"5 and Beni- 
shay'6 have pointed out that my independent variables are not free 
of error, and the consequence is that the parameter estimates have a 
downward basis. Kolin'7 has reported that his empirical work re- 
vealed no relation between dividend policy and share price. As things 
stand, I would say that the influence of dividend policy on share 
price is a question that requires further study. The axiomatic basis 

13. M. J. Gordon, The Investment, Financing and Valuation of the Corporation 
(Homewood, Ill.: R. D. Irwin, 1962). 

14. Ibid. 
15. Franco Modigliani and Merton Miller, "The Cost of Capital Corporation Finance, 

and Theory of Investment: Reply," American Economic Review, September, 1959, pp. 
655-69. 

16. Haskel Benishay, "Variability in Earnings-Price Ratios: Reply," American Eco- 
nomic Review, March, 1962 pp. 209-16. 

17. Marshal Kolin, The Relative Price of Corporate Equity (Boston: Harvard Busi- 
ness School). 
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of the MM position is certainly not so powerful as to force the ac- 
ceptance of their conclusions. 

IV 
I should like to close with a brief comment on the two major 

camps that are emerging with respect to the theory of corporation 
finance. In both camps optimal policy is taken as the policy that 
maximizes the value of the corporation. Although corporations may 
not make investment and financing decisions with only this objective 
in mind, managements are certainly not indifferent to the prices at 
which their corporations' securities sell. Hence the policy question 
posed has practical significance. 

In one camp, where we find MM, it is argued that a corpora- 
tion's cost of capital is a constant-i.e., independent of the method 
and level of financing. Optimal policy is the investment that equates 
the marginal return on investment with this cost of capital. The 
inescapable conclusion is that financing policy is not a problem. The 
opposite position is that a corporation's cost of capital varies with 
the method and level of financing. My judgment is that the theoreti- 
cal and empirical evidence we have favors this position. 

However, regardless of which view prevails, the battle should be 
lively and productive. For a long time the position that cost of capital 
is a constant was held almost exclusively by economists, who were 
sophisticated in methods of theoretical and econometric analysis 
but knew little of finance. By contrast, the position that the cost 
of capital is a variable was held by finance men, who were familiar 
with their subject but not with advanced methods of theoretical 
and empirical research. People in each group talked only to those 
who agreed with them, and in consequence not much was said. The 
situation has changed, it will change further, and the promise is that 
the lively debate and active research in progress will advance our 
knowledge on the subject. 



THE COST OF CAPITAL AND OPTIMAL FINANCING
OF CORPORATE GROWTH

JOHN LINTNER*

T H E INTEREST OF PROFESSIONAL economists in the theory of corpo-
rate finance and capital budgeting has increased markedly within
the last decade.^ Nevertheless, the literature is still marked by con-
fusion and even contradiction: the decision rules which have been
proposed for determining the optimal capital budget in a corporation
and its optimal capital structure and reliance on different sources
of financing are mutually inconsistent in the sense that they would
lead to (often substantially) different decisions under given sets of
circumstances.

None of the marked differences in decision rules advanced in the
literature reviewed here can be attributed to different assumed goals,
since all the authors to be cited have, explicitly or implicitly, offered
their respective criteria as the means to accomplish the same ulti-
mate objective—the greatest satisfaction of common stockholders'
preferences. Moreover, since increased current share valuations
ceteris paribus obviously increase shareholders' current wealth,
which in turn clearly implies greater utility, this criterion of opti-
mizing shareholders' utility has in practice been identified with the
maximization of the current market value of the common stock.
Further, all authors assumed maximizing behavior to be universal
and financial markets to be purely competitive. These premises and
specifications are accepted without question and maintained through-
out the present paper.

I. INTRODUCTION

Disagreements on optimal size of capital budgets and cost of capi-
tal.—^The seriousness of the conflicts in the literature on the theory
of corporate finance and capital budgeting is clearly indicated in

* Professor of business administration, Graduate School of Business Administration,
Harvard University.

1. This paper is one part of a series of interrelated theoretical and statistical studies
of corporate and financial policies being made at the Harvard Business School under
a grant of the Rockefeller Foundation for work in the general area of profits in the func-
tioning of the economy. The Foundation's generous support for this work is most grate-
fully acknowledged. Major parts of this paper are based upon the longer manuscripts
tal8], [68], [69], and [610]. (The coverage of [al9], as previously announced, was cut
back to [68].)
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the markedly different conclusions offered by eminent economists
regarding the determination of the optimal size of capital budgets.

The Lutzes, in their classic study a decade ago [a20],^ concluded
that investment within the firm should be increased up to the point
where this course no longer added more to the collective stockhold-
ers' "net profits prospects" than further outside investment. Cash
fiows from borrowing and debt service are to be deducted from those
of the internal investment plan, the resulting stream of net cash flows
is to be discounted at the yield of the preferred maturity of outside
riskless investment (government bonds), and internal investments
are to be increased only so long as the certainty equivalents of the
resulting present values exceed the cost of the investment.

Roberts [a28] concurs in the use of the outside lending rate and
the netting of cash flows from borrowings and repayments, but
axgues that the discount rate should be the external yield available
on outside investments having (subjectively) similar risk, and he
equates this with the current earnings yield of the company's own
stock.® His decision rule is : Investments are to be made so long as
the present value of prospective incremental receipts exceeds that
of incremental cash outflows, when both flows are discounted at a
rate equal to the current earnings yield on the stock. The relevant
investment fund flows are the same for the Lutzes and Roberts in any
given case; but Roberts' discount rate is much greater, and it has
not been shown that this difference offsets the Lutzes' utility adjust-
ment of present values to certainty equivalents.

Dean [a4] and, more recently, Modigliani-Miller [a23; a25],
Kuh [al6], Benishay [Ô3], and Weston [Ö34; 015] have also capi-
talized corporate earnings to determine market values and have all
argued that the current earnings yield on common stock is the proper
discount rate when no debt is outstanding, but otherwise they urge
the use of a current-market-value weighted average cost of debt and
equity capital as the proper discount rate. This is often a substan-
tially lower figure than the current earnings yield on the equity when
debt is outstanding;* and these authors do not net debt charges from
investment fund flows. For given investment projects, the relevant
fund flows for these authors are larger than for Lutz and Roberts;

2. Especially chaps, xiii-xvii.
3. Spencer and Siegelman [613] have recently advocated the same rule with the pro-

viso that the earnings yield should be measured as it would be "when the firm has what
the market considers to be a well-balanced capital structure."

4. This is true even when the market-value weights urged by Modigliani and Miller
are used ; further differences are produced by Dean's advocacy of book-value weights ;
but, for reasons already dear in the literature, this latter position is invalid.
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their further use of a lower discount rate when debt is outstanding
clearly implies acceptance of projects (and thereby extensions of the
size of the capital budget) which would not be made under Roberts'
rule (and presumably under the Lutzes).

Similarly, Solomon [Ö30] , like Roberts, advises netting cash flows
due to borrowing from those of individual investment projects, but
he substitutes the ratio of "estimated future average earnings per
share" to current market price as his recommended discount rate.
In growing companies this is an even higher figure than the current
earnings yield on equity. For Solomon and Roberts, the relevant
investment fund flows from given projects are the same (i.e., both
deduct interest costs when debt is used in financing the project), but
Solomon's rule will reject projects that Roberts' rule would accept
in growth situations because of the latter's lower discount rate.

A still different rule has been advanced by Walter {ai^i who
advocated discounting investment opportunities at the rate at which
current and future dividends are capitalized; this rate being defined
as "the underlying yield on safe securities (government bonds?) and
the required risk premiums."® Similarly, Bodenhorn [a2] has also
urgedi the use of the market discount rate for comparable risk, and
Modigliani and Miller in a new paper [a2S] have also fixed upon the
market discount rate as the proper cost of capital.** In some contexts
(see below, passim), growth opportunities will make current earn-
ings yields less than current market discount rates, and these au-
thors' rule would lead to rejection of projects which Roberts' rule
would accept, and they would correspondingly reduce the size of
capital budgets and the rate of growth below the levels his rule would
justify. In other contexts, the opposite would occur. The rule ad-
vanced by Shapiro and Gordon [a 14], based upon the sum of the
current dividend yield and the expected growth rate, would in gen-
eral lead to still different decisions, and, as our final illustration, we
note that Gordon in later writings [a l l -13; ¿»4] has advanced a still
different requirement.

5. Since Walter ignores borrowing, strict comparison of his rule with that of other au-
thors can be made only in situations where there is no borrowing; but the conflict in the
decisions implied on given sets of data is clear in this class of cases. If different decisions
will be made in non-leverage cases, the rules necessarily have different implications in
general.

6. They have thus abandoned the identification of the market discount rate with cur-
rent earnings yield in the absence oj debt which provided the decision rule in their earlier
paper [a23]. In the presence of growth opportunities, they agree with Solomon that the
relevant cost-of-capital is greater than current earnings yields, but their figure is lower
(and very much lower in strong growth situations) than his ratio of juture average
earnings to current prices and will thus accept many projects he would reject.
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So far we have emphasized differences in rules for accepting in-
vestments and setting the optimal size of the capital budget. We
should also note that the various authors differ on whether—and
how—their respective preferred "cost-of-capital" figure varies as a
function of the existing capital structure (primarily the mix of debt
and equity capital) and also as a function of the form of the new
financing to be used for the capital budget—the proportion of re-
tained earnings, additional debt, and/or new issues of equity capital.

Modigliani-Miller [Ö:23 and Ö25] take the limiting position that
(apart from the relatively small discrimination in favor of debt fi-
nancing under the corporate income tax) the cost of capital is inde-
pendent of both the existing capital structure and the mix of new
financing, a position apparently also shared by Dean. Others—nota-
bly Solomon, Kuh, Weston, Gordon, Duesenberry [06], Schwartz
[Ô10], and myself [al7, 18 and bT\—argue that the cost of capital
is a function of the financing mix, although, once again, there are
substantial differences in the exact form of the dependence. Indeed,
the rules for decisions regarding how the investments should be
financed differ as seriously as those for determining the size of the
capital budget itself—^i.e., those determining the amount of finance
(whatever the type) to be used.

Since all these authors have defined their optima in terms of max-
imization of the current market value of existing equity issues, all
these differences in the decision rules come down fundamentally
either to differences in assumptions regarding the character of the
corporations investment opportunities themselves (to which we re-
vert below) or to differences in the models the various authors have
used to explain (a) the determination of stock-market prices when
there is no debt Outstanding and (ô) the effects of leverage on those
prices. Indeed, in the latter two respects, the more significant differ-
ences can be traced to the respective author's choice of one of two
basic assumptions within each of the two categories just noted: spe-
cifically, to whether or not ( 1 ) [as alleged in "pure earnings" theo-
ries], ceteris paribus, the valuation of unlevered equities is deter-
mined by (expectational) current earnings independent of dividends
and (2) [as held in "entity value" theories] the market valuation
of the corporate entity is independent of its capitalization, apart
from corporate tax differentials due to the deductibility of debt
interest.

Further context of present paper.—^In the usual "theory of the
firm," there are two separate (or at least separable) parts to the
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analysis: (a) given production functions and supply conditions in
factor markets, how can the firm minimize the cost of producing
each possible quantity of output? and (ô) given the results of such
isoquant-cum-budget-line analysis and specified product market con-
ditions, what quantity of output produced and sold will maximize
profit? The necessary and sufficient conditions for the validity of the
"pure earnings and company investment" and "entity value" theo-
ries can best be analyzed under an assumption that time vectors of
investment budgets and corporate earnings are fixed throughout all
time independent of dividends and the finance mix.

These issues were examined in detail in a previous paper [Ô7].
That analysis corresponded in our financial context to the "theory
of the production of a given output" ("output" here being vectors
of capital budgets and their associated earnings). Corresponding
to the second major problem in the standard theory of the firm, there
is the further major issue for the theory of corporate financing and
capital budgeting: "given the minimum 'cost' (i.e., optimal finance
mix) for each possible size of capital budget, what is the optimal size
of the capital budget under any given functional relationship between
size-of-budget and corporate earnings?" This latter issue is the pri-
mary focus of the present paper.

Some of the central results of the previous paper, however, obvi-
ously provide an essential basis for the present one: specifically, that
both the "pure earnings" theory (investors indifferent to par-
ticular dividend vectors) and the "entity value" theory (the sum
of market values of equity and debt invariant to debt) are invalid
even with the time vectors of earnings and investments fixed for-
evermore // the market context involves (1) costs of issuing securi-
ties, or (2) any personal tax differentials, or (3) any lack of presci-
ence and identity in investors' subjective probability distributions,
or (4) any combination of them; '̂  that the model making stock prices
depend essentially upon the (present values of the) time, vectors of
cash dividend flows to investors remains valid even under these fully
generalized neoclassical conditions, while the alternatives are valid
if and only if stated in forms identically reducible to this dividend
theory; and that the significance of time vectors of earnings (and
of company investments) lies in its implications for the prospective
stream of dividends, rather than vice-versa.

In the present paper, I consequently rely essentially on "present

7. Also, of course, any corporate tax diHerentials between interest and other income
will invalidate the "entity value" theory.
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values of dividends models"® and, removing the constraint of fixed
investment budgets, examine optimal decision rules for the finance
mix and size of the capital budget of a corporation and its optimal
(expected average) rate of growth over time. Since all these matters
depend on the proper determination of the relevant "cost of capital,"
this issue also provides a common concern throughout the paper.

In keeping with space limitations and the interests of this group,
this paper will focus on the important, but necessarily limited, ob-
jective of setting forth the essential logic of some of the more funda-
mental conclusions I have reached on these issues. To this end, I will
outline the basic structure of some of the more useful analytical
models I have been developing, present some rigorous proofs, and
motivate others. A full set of rigorous mathematical derivations and
proofs and a more complete and general analysis of these and related
issues will be found elsewhere. Among other simplifications, I shall
assume throughout this paper that all tax rates are zero; that the
(riskless) discount rates kr •= k are constant over time; and that
the variance of profit rates with no growth and no debt trp„ is given
and constant over time.

Finally, two definitions are needed at the outset which, for con-
venience, are stated in general form to cover uncertainty—certainty
being the limiting case for each when all variances approach zero.
Specifically, the marginal cost of {a given type of) capital for the
corporation is the minimum (expectation of) rate of return required
on a marginal investment for the shareholders to be better off (value
of existing equity greater) with the incremental-investment-cum-
this-incremental-financing than without either the increment to the
capital budget or this financing. Similarly, corporate earnings or
profits (after taxes and interest) for any period are defined to be
equal to the maximum cash dividend which (expectationally) could
be paid in that period consistent with (pro-forma) no outside financ-
ing and with the expectation that a similarly large dividend could
then be paid in future periods subject to the same constraint (this
pro-forma constraint tying the earnings back to earnings on present
asset?) .̂

II. UNLEVERED FIRMS UNDER CERTAINTY

Certain issues can most conveniently be handled under the simpli-
fying assumption of certainty. First of all, it can readily be shown
that, even in the absence of issue costs, taxes, or uncertainty, the

8. See n. IS, p. 301. 9. See n. 17, p. 250, in [67].
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relevant marginal cost of capital for the corporation is not equal to
the discount rate k unless (a) the "investment opportunity" or
"profit" function relating the average rate of internal return/" pt,
per dollar of new investment is strictly independent of the amounts
of investments made in earlier or subsequent periods, or (b) the
profit function at every point in time exhibits strictly constant re-
turns to scale and these returns pt =^ k. The absence of costs, taxes,
and uncertainty, together with a profit function pt = i^t (F* . . .) in
which ^t is strictly independent of the dollar size of the company's
aggregate investments (capital budget) F* for all T 9^ t, are sufficient
conditions to make the discount rate k the appropriate cost of capital
because under the fully idealized neoclassical conditions all marginal
rates of substitution for all companies and investors are equal to the
discount rate k in equilibrium, as demonstrated by Fisher thirty
years ago [ßlO].

Under these very restrictive conditions, all investments are perfect
substitutes at the margin, and, in keeping with standard classical
theory, the company should include all increments of investment
in each period which have a marginal rate of return p on their dollar
cost > the discount rate k. Allowance for issue costs and taxes, how-
ever, requires important modifications even under certainty (cf.
[b7, a23, a30, and a33]), although, with no taxes, the minimum ac-
ceptable return po = k so long as all investments whose p > k do not
exhaust current earnings.̂ ^

But models based on the profit function «/'* restricted by an inde-
pendence assumption regarding F*, r 9^ t, are at best inadequate to
handle—and in general̂ ^ are inherently biased with respect to— t̂he
essential elements and issues of growth and change over time which
constitute the primary focus of this paper. For this restriction on rpt
implies that the (average and marginal) profitability of any given

10. In this paper, I shall consistently use decision rules in the form of marginal in-
ternal rate of rettirn > marginal cost of capital. Under the assumptions made concern-
ing the ef&cient set of the (portfoKo) of investment opportunities facing the firm (and
the simplifying assumption of constant discount rates over time), these rules are strictly
equivalent to the alternative statement of rules in the form of present values exceeding
costs. Cross-sectional non-independence of investment opportunities are subsumed in the
efficient opportunity set; perfect capital markets are assumed throughout; and major
lumpiness in discrete investment projects causes no trouble when our assumptions re-
garding the regularity and smoothness of the envelope of the efficient set are satisfied.
Cf. [65 and 62].

11. The reason is that such costs simply insure that new investments in this range,
if made, will be financed by retained earnings. See [67].

12. In this respect, they will be acceptable as a first approximation only for firms sell-
ing in markets within which no seller has or creates any significant (product) market
power which affects the profitability of future investments, where Investments include
outlays for product promotion as recognized in Dean [o4].
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dollar-sized capital budget for, say, IBM, du Pont, Avon, or General
Motors in 1962 is independent of the capital investments they have
made in the last one, three, five, ten, or even twenty years—^which
is obviously not true. In particular, this restriction on ^i ignores the
hard fact that—especially in the major oligopolistic industries which
account for such large fractions of plant and equipment expenditures
and of total equity values, but also quite generally—the position of
a firm in its industry and the profitability of further new investments
depend heavily upon whether it has led or lagged in the introduction
of new products, new capacity, new cost-reducing technologies, re-
search and development, long-range advertising, and other promo-
tion of product-market position, and so on in the recent and more
remote past.^^ All this is true not only in the short run but, cumu-
latively, in the longer run as well.

To encompass the essence of the problems involved in decisions
for continuing growth and to incorporate basic determinants of the
profit opportunities available to potentially growing firms at given
points in time, the function ^t must explicitly depend on investments
in other periods (or, as their surrogate, recent realized—or "normal-
ized"—levels of earnings). The central implications of such depend-
ence are brought out most simply in the profit function originally
advanced by Preinreich [a27] and Williams {aiS} a quarter of a
century ago and more recently also adopted by Gordon-Shapiro and
Gordon in which the function i/t is invariant over time when written
in the form

p^ = f * ( F * / Y * , . . . ) = . A f ( / , • • •)=Pif, . . •)

= p constant over time,

where F* is the corporation's aggregate earnings in the current period,
and / = F*/Y*. Since p will not in general be invariant with respect
to / , we also have p' (/) < 0 but constant over time as a function of/,
and there will be a marginal rate of return, defined as

13. See Lintner [ol7], Duesenberry [fl6], and Meyer-Kuh [a22]. The importance of
including outlays for advertising, research and development, and other promotion of
product-market position in the capital budget, when the outlays are intended to afiect
receipts in subsequent periods, has been emphasized by Dean.

It should be emphasized that we assume throughout this paper that financial markets
are strictly and universally purely competitive (except for the fact that any given
company is the sole issuer of its own securities), but this does not require us to ignore
well-known facts of life in the product-market place—which do affect in a fundamental
way the properties of the firm's profit-opportunity function.
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which will also be constant over time for given / , with the further
property that hp/hf < O.î

Since the criterion ordering the desirability of alternative out-
comes is the market price of the common equity, the profit function
(1) must be incorporated into a model of stock price which specifies
price as a function of both the profit opportunities of the company
and the amounts and tjpes of financing used to finance its internal
investments or capital budget. As a first step, note that using con-
tinuous compounding for convenience, so that Yf is the instantaneous
rate of earnings flow, the rate of growth g* of Yf is

( 2 )

With aggregate dividends determined by D* = xYt, where x is
the dividend payout ratio, which is a decision variable also assumed
to be constant over time, it is clear that the growth rates of divi-
dends and earnings will be equal and that the aggregate dividend
distribution at any time t will be

Stock prices at any given time, however, refiect the values of the
streams properly attributable to the then outstanding shares of
stock. Let Nt be the number of shares at time t, and we have Dt =
Df/Nt and F¡ = Yf/Nt. It follows that if new shares are issued at
the relative rate n = gi^^ = d log Njdt and we let g without asterisk
represent the rate of growth of dividends and earnings on shares out-
standing at time i, we have
g=d logDt/dt = d logYt/dt = d logD*/di- d logNt/dt= g*-n , (3)

so that
Dt = xYt= xFoe(''*-")* = ÎCFOÉ"' = Doe"' . (4)

Since the sum of current cash returns (here dividend yields =
Dt/Pt = yi) plus rates of growth in own price for all assets must
equal the current market rate of discount in equilibrium in perfect
markets, the basic equilibrium price condition is yé -\- d log Pt/dt =
kt. The solution of this differential equation for market price, recog-
nizing (4) and letting x be constant for simplicity, is

D^ _D,eo*_ ZJoeC*-)' / -
k-g~ k-g~ k-ig*-n)~Jt

14. These latter stipulations incorporate the economist's usual (and seemingly very
realistic) assumption that marginal rates of return on investment budgets are not in.,
finitely elastic as of any given point oj time throughout most of their relevant range;
that they become so only with respect to outside investments in the market after all
internal investments having higher marginal returns have been exhausted. Cf. Duesen-
berry [a6].
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which, by derivation, will satisfy the criterion cross-sectionally over
different stocks and securities and will do so continuously over
time.̂ ® For the current price of the stock, Po, equation (S) reduces
to

k-g k-g k~{g*-n)' ^

Since, in the absence of issue costs, taxes, and uncertainty, all
forms of financing are perfect substitutes at the margin, the marginal
costs of each are the same. The minimum acceptable marginal rate
of return to justify any additional internal investment under these
conditions, however financed, can most easily be found for retained
earnings. With w = 0 and g* = g, and letting the retention ratio
r := I — X,

=F„ /P„=y . , (6)

where ye is the current earnings yield on the stock. The marginal
internal rate of return p = Sg/Sr in this case because Sf/Sr = 1
and" p = S//>(/)/S/ = Sg/Sr.

Under fully idealized neoclassical conditions with opportunities
for constant growth forever, the optimizing decision rule is to accept
all investments having p > ye, the current earnings yield.̂ ''̂  But ye

15. In [bs] we give the more general form of this model in which dividend payouts
(earnings) growth rates, rates of issuing new securities, and discount rates are all
unique functions, each varying in any way over time, and show that the resulting
model also has the properties just stated in the text. A corollary of critical importance
is that any alternative model of stock prices (such as various models based on earnings)
will satisfy this criterion of legitimacy in classical theory if and only if it is identically
reducible to the dividend model. (For further elaboration see Lintner [67].) We conse-
quently do not need to use any such alternatives to dividend models in this paper.

16. Alternatively, by definition

Pif) =hf\if)dfox g= f%{f)df,

and the text relation follows by direct differentiation.
11. This is precisely the rule advanced by Modigliani-Miller in [ö23], which was de-

rived from a "corporate earnings" model and under essentially static assumptions ; but,
as noted in Lintner [67], for use in dynamic situations their original definition of "cur-
rent earnings" must be altered to the more traditional concept in which current rates
of earnings flows (rather than the undiscounted time-average they proposed) are used
directly in the numerator of the relevant current^ earnings yield. It is a nice paradox
that our model basing values on dividend flows in the steady-growth case under cer-
tainty leads to an optimizing rule based on straight current earnings yield—which had
been advocated by most earnings theorists all along on the basis of a price model which
is not generally valid in dynamic contexts! (see Lintner [&7, p. 249]) ; that the "market
rate" used to discount dividends in these models is seldom the correct cutoff rate; and
that the equation of earnings yields to market "discount" rates often presumed holds
up in growth situations only on very restrictive additional conditions on profit oppor-
tunities.
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is equal to the discount rate k only in the si>ecial case where profit
opportunities are infinitely elastic throughout—^i.e., strictly constant
returns regardless of the size of the investment budget in each peri-
od—and at a level equal to k.^^ This establishes the second half of
the proposition made at the beginning of this section. The extremely
unrealistic character of these conditions indicates that the common
assertion that optimal investment budgets can be set by equating
the corporation's p to ^ is generally in error, even under otherwise
idealized conditions, when steady growth is assumed.̂ ®

Indeed, if the company is operating in the region of diminishing
returns so that p < p—and this is surely the usual case—then po <
k so long as the company is paying any dividends:^*" the minimum
marginal returns to the company which will lead investors under the
conditions being assumed to prefer added company investment is
necessarily (and often very significantly) less than the discount rate
k, which inter alia reflects returns available on alternative invest-
ments.^^ The explanation is that from equation {S) ^ P/^r > 0 as xp
-{- g > k. The marginal return for the investor from added invest-
ment within the company is equal to the sum of the dividend payout
applied to the marginal internal return within the company plus the
growth rate on the retention itself, and if this sum is greater than
the discount rate, he will prefer the retention.^^

It must be also emphasized that the marginal cost of capital
(m.c.c.) is the current earnings yield ye = Yo/Po, not the ratio of
future or "average future" earnings to current price, as frequently
proposed [e.g., in a30, a2?>, and «26]). Moreover, the earnings yield

18. Since yti= {k — g)/x = [̂  — (1 — x)p\/x, we have xye + (1 — x)p = k, so that
ye :C k as p > k, since 0 ^ x ^ 1. But p < k can, of course, be ruled out in any well-
managed corporation, and we are left with ye '^ i 3.í, p "^ k.

19. This error in Gordon and Shapiro's conclusion to this effect [al4] has been
noted by Bodenhorn [aï]. The still more recent paper of Modigliani and Miller [a2S],
however, continues to use the discount rate k as the cost of capital in the "steady
growth" case.

20. From eq. (6) we have xpo — k — {1 — x)p or k = p — {p — po)x. If a; > 0 and
po < P, then p "> k, and the conclusion follows from the second preceding footnote,
since Po = ye.

21. This is, of course, contrary to the case treated above, where profit opportunities
were independent of investment rates in other periods. The reason for the perhaps sur-
prising conclusion that pí < k clearly lies in the different assumptions on investment op-
portimities.

22. It will be noted that this result does not depend upon any tax differentials be-
tween ordinary income and capital gains rates such as have been so much emphasized in
the literature. The broader significance of the result is to emphasize the importance of
the distinction between marginal return requirements to the company and marginal
returns to investors ; for even though po < k, the investor's return given above does
meet the opportunity costs otieturns on alternative investments reflected in k.
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declines with increasing size of capital budget up to the optimum
scale of investment, since with ye=z (k — g)/x, Sye/^r •=. {ye ~ p)/x
< = > 0 as p > = or < ))e: the act of making appropriate company
investments reduces ye [= m.c.c. under present assumptions] and
does not raise it as alleged elsewhere (e.g., [ß30]); only improper
investment raises ye.

Before turning to uncertainty, I should also show that the internal
returns required to justify expansion financed externally in the face
of underpricing and new issue costs are substantially greater than
so far recognized. The basic valuation model is still equation (S),
but with new stock issues the aggregate size of the capital budget
now is F* = F * — D* + S*, where St, is the net dollar proceeds to
the company from any newly Issued shares. Dividing through by F¡*,
we now have / = r + .s for use in equations (1) and ( la ) . Differ-
entiating equation (5) partially with respect to s gives

(7)Sf

To relate s to n, the relative rate of issuing new shares, first note
that, in the absence of issue costs, net proceeds to the company are
equal to the price to the buyers and also that, under classical cer-
tainty, the aggregate market demand for the company's equity
shares is infinitely elastic at the initial (pre-new issue) price earn-
ings ratio, ye.^^ Under these conditions,^* .y = n/ye and dn/ds =
ye, so that required returns for "costless" new equity financing are
the same as those found above for retained earnings.̂ ®

23. This is true under these conditions because aggregate market value (in the
absence of debt) is independent of number of shares, so that both price per share and
earnings per share are rectangular hyperbolas in terms of number of shares, and the
ratio is constant at ye. This formulation has also been used by Kuh in [al6].

24. Where P* is the aggregate market value of the stock in the absence of new issues,
and Nf the total number of shares outstanding at time t, the price per share Pi in the
absence of new issue costs is determined by NtPt = P*, where Pf is a constant independ-
ent of AiV"i = dNt/dt the number of new shares issued in the given time interval. Also
Nt = iVio + ANt, where Nto is the number of shares in the absence of new issues; .Sf, the
aggregate net proceeds of the new share issues, will then be

^dN=PÎ f dn=Pfn.

Consequently, St = SÎ/7Î = Pfn/Yf = n/ye.

25. The equivalence of required returns when retentions or new stock issues are used
under these conditions to finance expansion—and hence the indifference of shareholders
between more dividends cum more new issues vs. more retentions cum smaller new issues
(and so a larger percentage of ownership represented by given initial share holdings)—
can also be confirmed by showing that the total differential of Po in eq. (12a) with /
(and consequently g*) fixed is equal to zero.
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But in real life there are both fixed and variable costs of issuing
new equity securities and, in addition, some "sweetening" in the form
of pricing under the current market is usually required to sell new
securities.̂ ® Such overt costs and underpricing can be summarized
by making the (average) net proceeds per share on the new issue
be pto (a — bn) — c,^'' so that^^ s = [n/yeo] (a — bn) ~- c, 0 <
a < 1,0 < b < Í, n> 0, c > 0. With these costs recognized dn/ds =
yeo/id — 2bn), and ôPo/Ss > or = 0 only so long as p > or = yeo/ia —
Ihn), where t^o = Yt/Pm as deñned above. The proper cutoff on new
stock issues (even in "growth" situations) is the ratio of the current
(not future) earnings to the marginal net proceeds per share Fo (a
— 2bn) of the new stock—and not simply Poa as commonly pro-
posed (e.g., in [o30]). Moreover, since the return required to justify
expansion financed by stock issues in the presence of any unavoid-
able "underpricing" and of any overt issue costs is greater than that
required to finance expansion by retained earnings, there is a verti-
cal shift in the "supply or cost of capital function." Investors will
consequently always prefer, in the context of the present model,
that investment budgets be financed with retained earnings instead
of new stock issues as long as retained earnings are available—^i.e.,
so long as a; > 0 and r < 1. Companies optimizing for shareholders,
however, should expand capital budgets further by issuing new
shares after retentions are exhausted, so long as the stated marginal
condition can be satisfied. Finally, it is apparent that the absence
of current dividends does not nullify the applicability of our present
model based explicitly on dividend flows: the value of currently
outstanding stock is still simply the present value of the dividends
which will be paid in the future on the presently outstanding shares.̂ ®

26. Strictly speaking, "underpricing" would never be required in classical markets
under certainty, but I have shown in [&7] that (a) it is unavoidable under uncertainty
whenever diverse probability distributions over outcomes is admitted and (6) its im-
pact is essentially the same (though different perhaps in degree) as üxed and variable
costs under certainty. To save space in the present exposition the two have been treated
together at this point.

27. The subscript zero refers to values that would have obtained if n were zero;
(1 — a) represents the minimum fractional underpricing required to sell any new
stock, while b covers both the variable cash costs of issuing new securities and the
further underpricing which is dependent on the size of the new issue—the units of both
a and b being fractions of Pm as defined; c denotes the fixed overt cash cost per share
of new issues.

28. With new issue costs recognized, using symbols defined just above, aggregate net
proceeds to the company are S* = Pton{a — bn) — c; the equation given follows after
dividing by F* when yeo = y*/P*o. It should be noted that uncertainties concerning
the £> or c will further increase the marginal cost of new outside equity relative to that
of retained earnings.

29. Both the latter two points can be nicely illustrated by considering the_ simple
case of a company whose investment opportunities over a period of m years will be so
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III . FIRMS UNDER UNCERTAINTY

I now turn to some important general conclusions required by the
fact of uncertainty. The first is that, as I pointed out two years
ago,̂ ** while decision rules for determining the optimal size and
project composition of capital budgets are generally identical under
neoclassical certainty, they are essentially different under uncer-
tainty: the problem of optimizing the composition of a capital budget
of any given size is formally identical with problems of selecting
optimal security portfolios.^^ In the rest of this paper, I shall focus
on the optimal determination of the size of the capital budget and
the mix of internal funds and debt to be used in its financing, simply-
assuming that a Markowitz-tj^ie "efficient set" analysis has already
been made which yields a tiiree-dimensional (per time period)
"profit possibility function" relating amount of investment (size
of budget), expected average profit rates, and variance of return.

In keeping with our emphasis here on (expectationally) steady
growth, however, I assume specifically that xf/tif, p, ô-p) = 0 is in-
variant over time with / = Ff/Yf constant at some level to be de-
termined, and that 5^/5/ < 0, which is constant over time for any
/ and <T^ as is the marginal expected rate of return p^ — Sfß/Sf. Also,
to simplify the development and concentrate on the budget-portfolio
returns required in the presence of given company-investment risks,
I will assume that the profit-rate-variance o-p of the budget is fixed
or prespecified, that it is invariant over time, and that it is also in-
variant to the size of the budget. Since al > 0 (even when / = 0, so
that 1 = 0 ) , however, and since g = fplf), in general the variance
of the growth rate &l = (1 + aif) c^, which does depend on size of

rich that no dividends should be paid during this time, after which its special invest-
ment opportunities will be gone and it will pay all subsequent (constant) earnings in
dividends. The present value of the stock will be Po = e~*"* Y^/k and F» = Foê "*"")™.
Maximizing PQ involves maximizing F„, which leads immediately to the optimizing rule
given above.

30. [aI8] ; the final page of Hirshleifer's paper [&6] at the same meetings makes the
same point. See also my [68] and [69].

31. As a result, individual investments (projects) may be eminently desirable com-
ponents of optimizing project-portfolio-budgets because of low variances and/or co-
variances with other components (and existing assets) in spite of relatively low ex-
pected returns. Also, a project having a large variance in its own quasi-rents but low
or negative covariances with other existing and future investments will often make a
much smaller contribution to company-wide variance (risk) than other projects with
low own-variances and substantial intercorrelations with other company investments
in terms of cash flows. Indeed, many investment proposals are accepted in capital
budgets in order to reduce risks and not to raise_ returns—something incongruous in
conventional theoretical contexts of capital budgeting, but surely to be expected in the
present framework. It should be clear that throughout I take p and of, to refer to profit
before Interest.
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budget although invariant over time for given / . Cumulated growth
over a period / in length, gt is then a random variable with &lgt) — t<fl-

In what follows, I examine certain important properties of the
comparative stochastic dynamics of capital budgeting, corporate
financing, and growth, seeking the marginal cost of capital (as pre-
viously d.efined), and the decision rules for the optimal determina-
tion of / (and its components, relative rates of retentions r and
borrowing 0) on the assumption (management's and investor's ex-
pectation) that the values of /, r, and 0 decided upon will be held
constant over time.

With the current price of the stock now a random variable, our
criterion becomes maximization of the expected value of this current
market price, and, to save space, I shall here simply assume^^ that
this expected value is equal to the present value (computed essen-
tially at the risk-free discount rate^^) of the certainty equivalents
of the uncertain income (dividend) receipts in the stream. I also
assume that, at the time of the company decision (i.e., on pre-exist-
ing data and expectations), all investors hold the portfolios they
most prefer. Any change in the retention ratio (dividend payout),
leverage, or expected growth rate of the ith company which increases
the present value of its stock will increase its shareholders' wealth
and be in their interest.

Our problem essentially involves the terms of trade between ex-
pected receipts and varying risks on a given security—"deepening"
in Hirschleifer's terminology [56] rather than (or along with) the
much simpler "widening" case he examined. It is clear, however, that
the functional relation between certainty-equivalents, expected re-
turns, and risks must fall between two limiting cases.

On the one hand, in the limit, under the extreme simplifying as-

32. Some of the deductive iustification is given in Hirschleifer [Ô6] and Smith [oil].
See also my [68]. For those who prefer to use the alternative criterion of the certainty-
equivalent of the probability distribution of the present values of the uncertain streams,
I will simply observe that, under a very general set of assumptions otherwise, all the
general conclusions drawn below also hold under this alternative criterion where it is
viable.

33. To a reasonably good approximation, these present values can be computed at
the risk-free discount rate feo for the average or representative company. Provisional
present values of all securities computed with discount rates ki = ko may, however,
lead to switching and other adjustments, which results in changes in (expected) market
prices. When all portfolios are in full adjustment on the basis of a given set of under-
lying expectations, parameter values, supplies of securities, etc., the expected price of
any ¿th security can be equated to the present value of its certainty equivalents com-
puted at a discount rate éi =: feo -}- kei, where feet (either -|- or —) reflects the impact
of changes in share price Fi due to switches, covariances, etc. In the text I drop subscripts
and implicitly assume koi to be invariant, but, in general, feoi will vary with c and com-
pound to results stated below.
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sumption that all trades are between single risk assets (or portfolios
of fixed proportions) and riskless securities, we know that all in-
vestors' marginal rates of substitution are equal in equilibrium to
market-determined exchange lines which are linear in expected re-
turn and 0- as a measure of risk. But continuing to assume purely
competitive markets (as I do throughout), the exchange lines gov-
erning expected prices for given expected returns (or expected re-
turns required for given prices) within the set of risk assets and
when "money illusion" is absent, involve both a and a^. The second
limiting case is provided by the observation that market equilibrium
with interior solutions requires that the marginal rate of substitution
on the latter function not exceed that on investors' utility func-
tions—and in the absence of good viable markets for trading in the
relevant disjoint future uncertain receipts, the latter must in them-
selves provide the certainty equivalents. (See my [Ô8] and [Ô9]).

Consider now the second limiting case, letting investors' utility
functions, following Tinbergen [&14],̂ * be hyperbolic of the form
U0t) = 1 - (Co/A)"', a > 0. Then^^ E[U{Dt)\ = 1 - {Co/DtY^ =
1 - (Co/btY^^ 1 - (Co/í>o)'''e-"xío-»i'¿/2J so that the certainty equiv-
alent is D¡ = Doé'-'^"'^'''^^\ from which the stock price is

i % V 2 > | . (8)

The impact of uncertainty can be clearly seen in the marginal
cost of funds for internally financed expansion, which is

dr "̂L x^ k-g+ayj2 J (9)
> 0 as PA > ye+a^aja^ = m.c.c.

Uncertainty, of course, raises the earnings yield, but the more subtle
and far-reaching result is that, in addition, the marginal cost of capi-
tal (here retained earnings) is greater than the earnings yield by
amounts which vary directly with size of the capital budget f and the
size of the coefficient % in o-p = (1 + agf^) <r|. (Note also that this
result was reached even though the marginal profit variance o-p on the

34. Quadratic utility functions, however, are patently inappropriate in the context of
our concern with long-run growth, even if variances are minimal or zero. A point is
soon readied beyond which further increases in dividend (and growth) would reduce
the utility of the receipt. The hyperbolic form adopted here is free of this disability
and has other important advantages [cf. 68].

35. Cf. Aitchison and Brown [i>l, p. 8].
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capital budget itself was assumed constant. If &l also varies with / ,
the result is compounded.) Moreover, I have shown elsewhere [Ô8]
that these results are quite general. In particular, if viable markets
for all future time periods exist which establish exchange lines along
which g — ai ag — az o-g are equally valued (the first limiting case
above is covered by setting as = 0), these same conclusions hold,
with the excess of m.c.c. over ye varying directly with the market
exchange coefi&cients «2 and «3 instead of directly with «l, the coeffi-
cient of risk aversion on the utility function itself. Finally (as also
shown in [Ô8]), m.c.c. > ye necessarily, and by amounts that in-
crease essentially exponentially with the size of budget, if when
viewed as of to, the variance a^^ of the profitability of new invest-
ments to be made at different times in the future is a monotone in-
creasing function of their futurity. With this very plausible and
persuasive feature incorporated in the models, the conclusions stated
above hold even if^ 01 = 0.

These results lead directly to other fundamental conclusions. Even
though leverage per se has not yet been considered explicitly, it
necessarily follows from the preceding analysis that the conventional
weighted-average-cost-of-capital rule is inherently erroneous and
down-biased. Even if a weighted average of equity and debt costs
were the proper criterion, the average of earnings yield and interest
cost would be too low because the relevant marginal cost of retained
earnings is greater than the earnings yield (and the relevant mar-
ginal cost of outside equity still larger). If, for instance, both re-
tained earnings and debt are to be used in financing, standard pro-
duction theory insures that (a) the optimal mix will involve the
equalization of the two (interdependent) marginal costs and (&) the
relevant marginal cost of (optimal-mix) finance for any sized budget
will be equal to the {equalized) marginal costs of each type of fi-
nance used.

Even with quoted interest rates well below equity yields, there is,
of course, no problem in having marginal costs of debt equal to mar-
ginal equity costs: not only are marginal interest costs with much
use of debt substantially above stated or coupon rates, but—just as
non-zero profit-rate variances make the relevant marginal costs of
equity greater than earnings jdelds— ît is reasonable to expect that
the relevant marginal costs of debt will similarly be greater than

35. The reason is essentially that increased retentions and growth shift relatively
more of the income stream into the further future and thereby increase the relevant
weighted average uncertainty of the stream.
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even the marginal overt interest costs. And so they are.^^ Although
borrowing per se does not afifect o-p. the variance of the profit rate
before interest, by introducing fixed interest charges it necessarily
increases o-p , the profit rate variance after interest, and consequent-
ly ""a» which is the variance rnore directly relevant to the share-
holder.^* Moreover, it does so at every point in time and cumulatively
over time—^̂ and as interest costs increase with increased borrowing,
it does so in necessarily non-linear fashion even on the standard
deviation and a fortiori so on the variance. Such (non-linearly) in-
creasing shareholder risks with increasing corporate borrowing raise
the relevant marginal costs of debt (minimum expected marginal
returns on investments) above its marginal overt interest cost
(which is its true marginal cost under certainty)—and by margins
which progressively increase with the relative amount of the debt
financing—for precisely the same economic reason that any increase
in risks in the shareholders' income stream due to added retentions
raise.y their true marginal cost above the earnings yield (which
would have been their proper marginal cost under certainty).

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, it should be emphasized that so long as the mar-
ginal expected return on the capital budget is > this m.c.c. of debt
(making full allowance for its 'risk impact), debt-financing-cum-
investment raises the (expected value of) the current stock price—
and consequently lowers current earnings yields, contrary to the
common impression. Only unjustified debt-financed-expansion raises
current earnings yields. Of course, p̂ ^ < m.c.c. (debt) until r (or
.y) is substantially positive; but in these models, after r and .î have
been optimized under the constraint of no (permanent)^* borrow-
ing p^ will often be > m.c.c. (debt) and permanent borrowing is
desirable (because it raises share values) up to a well-defined op-
timum,*" again contrary to theoretical models now current; alter-

37. This analysis is free of the straitjacket of the "entity value" theory for reasons
given in detail in [67].

38. If Ö1 > 0, as is surely the usual case, borrowing increases this variance in com-
pound and non-linear fashion [since (1 -|- ai/^) <r|a isaproduct].íWithborrowing in the pic-
ture, f '= r -{- 9, where B is the new borrowing and all variables as before as ratios to
current earnings.

39. In view of the emphasis on comparative dynamics, 6 is defined as a fraction of
earnings, and, with positive growth, total debt grows continuously over time as in the
Domar models. Our 6 does not include temporary borrowing to even out stochastic
variations in income flows.

40. After borrowing is optimized subject to r (or s) fixed at its optimum assuming
no debt, further retentions will often become justified (due to interaction effects be.-
tween costs of equity and debt capital) and so on interatively to the global optimum.
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natively, so long as the equity financing exceeds a certain pace,
there is an optimal finance-mix involving both equity and debt for
each relative size of budget /, and along this finance-mix "expansion
path," budget size/should be increased until the condition p/^ > m.c.c.
is no longer satisfied.^
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Three decades ago, Berle and Means emphasized the separation
of ownership and management in the typical modem corporation.̂
I have elsewhere examined whether some of the dire and gross ad-
verse implications foreseen from this development have been bome
out by subsequent experience.' In the present article, I shall focus
on the separate question of how a distinct professional management
"should" detennine some central investment and financing policies
if, in keeping with traditional presumptions (and classical prescrip-
tions) , it were to seek to make these decisions in ways which would
be in the best interests of their common shareholders.

The need for a careful examination of this problem is high-
lighted by the fact that the veiy proliferation of writings on this
issue over the last decade has resultied in a spate of inconsistent and
mutually contradictory prescriptions.' In addition, most of these
authars have rested their analysis on various proximate, simplify-
ing assumptions such as prescience, stock prices equal to simple
capitalizations of company eamings, static conditions, and so on.
In keeping with these other authors, however, I shall identify opti-
mization in terms of shareholder preferences with the maximization

*This paper is one part of a series of interrelated theoretical and statis-
tical studies 01 corporate and financial polides being made at the Harvaid
Budness School under a grant of the Rockefeller Foundation for work in the
general area of profits in the functioning of the economy. The Foundation's
generous support for this work is most gratefully acknowledged.

Note: At various points in the paper, reference is made to appendix notes.
These notes provide rigorous mathematical proofs of various propodtions and
properties stated in the text, and axe available in mimeographed form upon
request to the author. For convenience, the fifth note, for instance, will be
designated [A5].

1. Adolph A. Berle and Gardner C. Means, The Modem Corporation and
Private Property (New York: Commerce Clearing House, 1932).

2. John Lintner, "The Finandng of Corporations," Chap. 9 in The Cor-
poration m Modem Sodety, ed. E. S. Mason (Cambridge: Harvard Univerdty
F ^ 1 9 5 9 )F ^ 1 9 5 9 ) .

3. For a summaiy of these different conclusions and deddon rules, see
the &st part of John Lintner, "The Cost of Capital and Optimal Finandng
of Corporate Growth," Joumat of Finance, XVUl (May 1903).
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of the current market price of the common stock (since increased
share values increase current wealth and thereby utility). But
since there is "noise" in current market prices when uncertainty is
present (even given all relevant data), and since speculation on
gerieral stock market price moves is irrelevant to the major decisions
studied in this paper, my criterion becomes the expectation of cur-
rent equity value, given (or relative to) the level of (say) the
Standard and Poor's or Dow Jones Index — i.e., E(PO/SP ) —
and I assume that the coiporate decisions of interest are (or "should
be") made to maximize this value.

There has, of course, also been a substantial literature exam-
ining the goals and objectives the "managerial enterprise" seems to
be seeking — that part most relevant to the present article either
assuming or arguing that management should seek to maximize
growth in assets or sales, perhaps subject to a constraint on profits,
or insecurity, or both. My concem at this time is not to argue the
merits of these generalizations of what management is doing, nor
even to argue that it should seek exclusively to serve the share-
holders' interests; it is rather to develop some of the implications
of this altemative and more traditional standard, in part so that
any contrasts in implied behavior can be seen in clearer focus.

To this end, I shall advance a model of corporate growth and
equity values under dynamic but inherently stochastic conditions,
and use this model to detennine (decision rules for) the optimal
size of capital budgets, dividends, retentions and expected rates of
growth over time. The growth model used is quite comparable at
the micro level in spirit to the classic macro-growth models of
Domar, Harrod, Solow, and Tobin, having as its core a "profit pos-
sibility" function which subsumes much suboptimizing behavior
with respect to product lines, markets, channels, pricing, promotion,
and decisions on the composition (or intemal project-mix) of the
capital budget — just as the macro-prototypes are built around a
master production function which subsumes a great deal indeed.
But in comparison with these prototypes, our model is generalized
in three fundamental reBpects: (1) its "profit-possibility" function
exhibits diminishing returns as of any given point in time —
and thus is not restricted to (the equivalents or implications of)
either constant costs or retums; (2) it explicitly incorporates spe-
cific stochastic processes over time whose parameter values are (func-
tions of) decision variables within the firm, thereby focusing upon
problems of optimization under uncertainty rather than under the
blissful prescience of most of its macro prototypes; and this in tum
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requires (3) explicit use of von Neumann-Morgenstem lype prefer-
ence or utility functions, or market opportunity lines between ex-
pected returns and risks (which, in general, depend iiiJter alia upon
the form and parameter values of these utility functions). In keep-
ing with the modem emphasis upon disaggregated micro "moving
parts" in macro models, it is hoped the present analysis will con-
tribute insights and subassemblies useful in subsequent macro analy-
sis, but the concern of this paper will remain at the micro level
throughout.

In more detail, I examine equity values and capital budgets and
their financing under inherentiy stochastic conditions which have
the property that expected values of corporate eamings, stocks of
capital invested and market prices of the corporate equity follow
exponential growth trends whose underlying parameters include
variables subject to decision by the firm. In particular the relative
size of the investment budget, the marginal expected rate of retum
on this budget (and the variance of this rate of retum), along with
the dividend payout and retention ratio (and in the general case
relative rates of outside equity and debt financing) are all function-
ally interrelated variables and subject to decision. In order to keep
the present paper within reasonable bounds, however, and to sharpen
the focus on decision mles for optimal size of capital budgets and
rates of growth — and specifically upon dividends and retentions as
a source of financing, in view of tiieir central role in business financ-
ing as well as in the general Berle-Means position — the analysis at
this time will be confined to the case of firms growing entirely
through retained eaminp. In addition, the analysis here is confined
to firms growing under conditions in which the variance of profit
rates is a predetermined variable * independent of the size of capital
budgets (although the marginal expected profit rate is a declining
function of budget size at any given time). Our concem in this
paper is thus, in Hirschleifer's terminology," with issues of optimal

4. In order to generalize along the other important dimendona indicated,
we thus abstract from the issues raised by the determination of the optimal
mix of finnfimal inputs (retained earnings, new stock issues and debt) into
our "profit-production function," md from the closely related question of
the optimal degree of deliberate risk, bearing for the firm. Some of these
issues excluded nere have already been ezaminied in John Lintner, "Dividends,
Eamings, Leverage, Stock Prices and the Supply of Capital to Corporations,"
Review of Economics and Statistics, XLUf (Aue. 1962), and "The Cost of
Capital and Optimal Finandng of Corporate Growth," op. dt. Others are
developed more fully, udng the bade models of the present paper in the au-
thor's "Optimal Ride Bearing, Retentions, and Leverage in Ckirporate Growth,"
forthcoming.

5. JadE Hirschleifer, "Risk, the Discount Rate, and Investment Ded-
dons," American Economic Review, LI (May 1961), 113-14.
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risk-widening through capital budgeting decisions, rather than with
risk-deepening.

Moreover, the essential focus of the analyds (like that of the
clasdc macro-growth models) is upon comparative dynamics (an-
alogous to classical comparative statics) rather than upon period-
by-period decision-making after the manner of dynamic program-
ming. Not only is the comparative dynamics analysis more tract-
able for our present issues but it is also very relevant: extensive
empirical work has shown that a wide range of individual decisions
of corporate managements on matters of finance and investment are
typically influenced strongly by basic guiddines or target values of
dividend payouts, debt-equity ratios, relative size and profitability
of capital budgets and so on,' which essentially reflect long-mn
rather than rdatively short-run or trandent condderations and ob-
jectives. The objective of the present paper concerns the question
how these more stable levels should be determined if they are to be
selected in the shareholder's interests. In keping with this essential
focus, I shall simply assume that the expected values of market
prices are equal to (or a monotone increasing function of) present
values computed as if the relative sizes of capital budgets, finance-
mix, etc., currently chosen will be maintained over time.^ Also, of

6. See John Lintner, "Effect of C:k>rporate Taxation on Real Investment,"
American Economic Review. XLIV (Majr 1964), and "Distribution of Incomes
of Corporations Among Dividends, Retained Earnings and Taxes," American
Economic Review. XLvI {Ma,y 1966); Gordon Donaldson, Corporate Debt
Capadty (Boston: Division of Research, Graduate School of Business Ad-
ministration, Harvard Univenity, 1961); John Meyer and Edwin Euh, The
InvestmerU Decision (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967); Myron
J. Gordon, "Security and a Financial Theoiy of Investment," this Journal.
LXXIV (Aug. I960); Joel Dean, Capital Budgeting (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1961); W. A. Locke Anderson, "Corporation Finance snd
Fixed Investment: An Econometric Study," mimeo.; as well as any of the
better texts on corporation finance. There is also a substantial body of evi-
dence that such longei^nm targets (and successive shorter-run putial adapta-
tion to target ratios^ of market share^ gross mainns, etc., are jmportant in
pricing ancT merchandising, and that similar considerations are important in
wage settlements.

7. We do not assume that there is a presumption on the imrt of either
managements or investon that these decision parameten (or their underlying
determinants) will not in fact change over time. We do assume that these
underlying determinants (notably profit rates as a function of relative sise
of budget) expecttUionaUy are stochastic processes, snd that the decision
parameten (a) are based upon the expectations and variances of these under-
^dng stochastic processes, snd (b) that these (long-run) decision parameten
will not be changed frequently or in the short run. C<Hisidering the force of
discounting over several yean, tiie effects of well-deferred future changes in
decision parameters on present values is substsntislly muted, and their effect
upon the current choice of appropriate parameter-values is still more attenu-
ated. As it stands, therefore, our analysis yields good first order approximar
tions to true optima, ignoring only second or third order effects. Moreover,
since the effects of such deferred future changes in dedmon parameten would
be to capitalize on cumulatively veiy favorable developments or minimise the
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course, I aaaume throu^out for purpoaea of thia theoretical analyaia
that maximizing behavior is universal and that all financial marketa
are purely competitive. In particular, I assume that each investor
in the market holds that portfolio — including stocks, bonds, and
other investments, real estate, etc. — which he most prefers, and
examine the effects of t^ company decisions on the price of •Us stock.
For simplicity, I also assume that all tax rates are zero, and that
the (riakleaa) diacount rate kr = k ia constant over time.

Section I develops certain important concepts and eaaential
elementa of our analytical model. Section II completea the model
under conditiona of certainty and briefly establishes certain of its
properties under these simple prescient conditions. Although ex-
tremely unrealistic, rigorous examination of this limiting case pro-
vides important benchmarks and inputa to the more general analysis
under uncertainty in the rest of the paper. In particular, it ia shown
that — just aa profit maximization in the atandard "theory of the
firm" impliea equality between marginal revenues and marginal
coata — maximizing equity valuea implies corresponding equality
between marginal (expected) rates of return and an appropriately
derived "marginal cost of capital," and the shape of the latter func-
tion is examined. Section III introduces uncertainty and examines
ita impact on decisions and decision rules under the simplest possible
stochastic conditions, develops and uses a "present value of certainty
equivalents" " (with discounting at a risk-free rate) as the model of
stock values, and again derives appropriate marginal conditiona for
the optimum. Section IV then develops the analysis under more
realistic assumptions regarding the underlying judgmental stochastic
proceaa.

I. SoBiB iMPOBTAirr DEFINITIONS AND BxnLDiNQ-BLOCES

In thia paper, I ahall conaiatentiy uae deciaion rules in the form
of marginal internal rate of return vs. marginal cost of capital. This
ia done aimply aa a matter of convenience. Under the assumptiona
made concerning the efficient set of the (portfolio) of inveatment op-
portunitiea facing the firm (and their expectational stability over
time) these rules are strictly equivalent to the alternative state-
ment of rules in the form of present values exceeding costs. This is

adverse impact of unfavorable developments, the prospect of such future
changes in decision parameters can be adequately handled within the frame-
work of the present analysis by a moderate adjustment in the risk parameters
introduced below.

8. It should be noted, however, that the certainty equivalents are func-
tions, inter dUa, of both variances and covariances.
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true because the marginal (expected) rate of retum schedule plotted
vertically against the relevant size of the capital budget on the
abscissa simply indicates, for each size of budget, the maximum rate
of discount (assumed constant over time) which can be used in com-
puting the (expected) " present values of the (expected) differences
in the company's cash fiows attributable to the presence or absence
of each separate candidate project in the capital budget, and still
satisfy two constraints: (a) the total capital budget must be of the
indicated size when (b) it includes only those potential projects
which satisfy the standard present value criterion ^ in Lutz's nota-
tion, V ^ C

Corresponding to this definition of marginal (expected) rate of
retum — which for convenience has been stated in general foim to
cover uncertainty (certainty being the limiting case for each when
all variances approach zero) —we define the marginal cost of (a
given type of) capital as the minimum (expectation of) rate of re-
tum required on a marginal investment in the current period — or,
equivalently, the minimum marginal expectation of rate of retum
on the entire capital budget—for the shareholders to be better off
(value of existing equity greater) ufUh the incremental-investment-
cum-this-incremental-financing than without either the increment to
the capital budget ar this financing.

9. It will be recalled that for given interest rates, expected present values
of stochastic fiows are equal to the discounted sum or integral oi the expecta-
tions of the marginal (statistical sense) distributions of receipts at each point
in time even when there is time-interdependence in the receipts.

1. In addition, of course, where there are mutually exclusive candidate
projects, onJy tiie one with uie greatest present value at any given stated
discount rate will be induded in tibe budget for that rate. Also, when two or
more separate projects are interdependent, eadi possible combination of com-
ponent projects should be entered as a separate potential project. Note that
our assumption of constancy over time in fc at a level fixed independently of
the firm's "investment demand" or "aggregate maiipnal effidency of capital
schedule" obviates the problems raised l^ Frederick and Ven Luta, The
Theory of Investment of the Firm (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
1951), pp. 155-62. It will be noted that the rule stated in the text abo cuts
through the problems raised by any multiplidty which may be preaent in ratea
of retum on individual projects (cf. James H. Lorie and Leonard J. Savage,
"Three Problems in Rationing Capital," /qumal of Business, XXVIII (Oct.
1955), since it identifies a unique "opportunity value of funds" for the budnt
and hence for the dedsion on an individual project. Cf. Esra Solomon, "Tiie
Arithmetic of (Japital-Budgeting Decisions'' Joumal of Business, XXIX
(April 1956), reprinted in Esra Solomon (ed.). The Management of Corporate
Capitcd (Glencoe, UI.: The Free Press, 1959). Finally, any major Iuinpiness
in discrete investment projecta causes no trouble when our assumptions re-
garding tiie regularity and smoothness of the envelope of the effident set are
satisfied, and perfect capital markets are assumed throughout. Cf. Jack Hirsch-
ldfer, "(hi tiie Theory of Optimal Investment Dedsicm," Joumal of Political
Economy, LXVI (Aug. 1958), and Martin J. Bailey, "Formal Criteria for In-
vestment Decisions," JcumtH of Political Economy, LXVII (Oct. 1959).

2. Op. dt.
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Corresponding to the same definition of marginal retum on a
capital budget, we also define the average (expected) rate of retum
on any given sized budget as being the maximum rate of discount
which can be used in computing the (expected) present value of the
differences in the company's cash fiows attributable to the presence
or absence of the entire current capital budget (treated as if it were
a single project), subject to satisfying the standard present value
criterion. We now assume a steady state in which profit oppor-
tunities are such that both average and marginal (expected) retums,
expressed as a function of the size of capital budget, are constant
over time. In this context, apart from transients which are irrele-
vant for present purposes, any average (expected) rate of retum on
the capital budget' implies that the company's net capital stock and
earnings will be growing at the same (expected) rate if all induced
cash fiows are reinvested. Any smaller reinvestment would result in
less growth. For any given size of current capital budget and initial
capital stock, there is consequently some maximal amount of funds
which the company could expect to pay out (i.e., not reinvest) at the
end of the current period, consistent with expecting to be merely "no
worse off" in terms of company "eaming power" and (appropriately
defined) "stock of eaming assets" at the end of the period.

Such a maximal amount of pro-forma withdrawable funds is
clearly the root concepts of "net income" or earninp in all modem
treatments; we make it more precise by specifying "no worse off" to
mean that the expected values of the corresponding maximal pro-
forma withdrawals over all future periods be at least equal to the
current period's value, and we make the eamings concept relate
specifically to the current period's assets by imposing a {pro-forma)
constraint of no outside financing in any future period. Specifically
then, corporate earnings or profits for any period are defined to be
equal to the maximum cash dividend which (expectationally) could
be paid in that period consistent with {pro-forma) no outside financ-
ing and with equally large expected values of the (level stream of)
dividends which could be paid in future periods subject to the same
pro-forma financing constraint.*

3. Exduding tbat part required to maintain tbe current stock of capital
and current level of earnings; see next puagraph.

4. This de&iition (first advanced in Jonn Lintmer, "A New Model of
tbe Cost of Capital: Divideiids, Eiamings, Leverage, Expectations and Stock
Priceŝ l̂  mimeo. —paper delivered at St. Louis meeting, Econometrica So-
ciety, Dec. 1960) bas tbe important virtues of (a) making a 100 per cent divi-
dend pi^out imply a constant (expected) earnings stream if tiiere is no out-
side financing, (b) tying tbe concept of corporate pamingB relevant to investon
(and tbereby market values) directly to tbe casb flow functionsJs of tbe in-
vestors tbemselves, wbile at the same time (c) avoiding tbe drcularily of
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This last concept is of pivotal importance. It provides the ap-
propriate zero point on the growth scale for the rest of our analyds:
since outside financing is excluded, a 100 per cent dividend payout
ratio < = : ^ > retentions ratio zero < = = = > no growth. In addi-
tion to defining profit operationally (in terms of expectations), this
concept also determines our concepts of depreciation and net invest-
ment, and establishes the interrdationships" between these con-
cepts and the average and marginal rates of retum introduced above
which are also needed in the rest of our analysis. Specifically, de-
predation is the amount of gross investment reqmred to maintain
the earnings on existing assets as defined above — this part of total
cash flow ("quasi-rents") attributable to the capital stock is not
"available for dividends" even in the "no growth" case. Net in-
vestment is then actual gross investment net of depreciation so de-
fined, and henceforth "size of capital budget" will be measured in
terms of net investment.

There is one further complication to be handled before we grind
out some results. The position of a firm in its industry and the
profitability of further new investment at any point in time depend
heavily on whether it has led or lagged in researeh and devdopment,
in the introduction of new products, new capacity, new cost-reducing
technologies, long-range advertising and other promotion of product-
market position, and so on in the recent and more remote past. This
is especially tme in the major oligopolistic industries which account
for major fractions of all plant and equipment expenditures, re-
search and development and promotional outlays, and equity values:
but it is also tme quite generally, both in the short mn and cumula-
tively in the longer mn.' In order to encompass the essence of the
problems involved in decisions for continuing growth and to in-
corporate essential determinants of the profit opportunities available
to potentially growing firms at given points in time, the profit-pos-
sibility function (plotted against dollar amounts of current net in-
vestment) must depend explicitly on investments in other time

making corporate earnings a function of market price change (as do the stand-
ard Hicks-Alexander variants)—when market price is tae thing to be ex-
plained, and finally (d) legitimately simplifying dynamic growth models
through the use of concepts of net earnings and investment.

5. I.e., it defines the content of the penultimate footnote and hence of the
associated sentence in the text.

6. See Lintner, "Effect of Coiporation Taxation on Real Investment,"
op. dt.; James S. Duesenbeny. Business Cycles and Economic Growth (New
York: McGraw-Hill, 1968) and Meyer and Euh, op. at. The importance of
including outlays for advertising and other promotion of product-market
position in the capital budget, when the outiays are intended to affect re-
ceipts in subsequent periods, has been emphasised by Dean, op. cU.
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periods (or aa their auirogate, recent realized levels of earnings).
To bring out the central implications of such dependence moat
aimply, I ahall aasume "* that the average profit rate p on the net in-
veatment fiow (capital budget) ^t* at any time t ia conatant over
time when written in the form
(1) Pt = piFyY*, . . . .) = p ( / , . . .) = p conatant

over time,
where y* is the corporation's aggregate net eaminga at time t, and /
= F*/Y* = conatant. (For aimplicity, the function is stated here
in the form appropriate for conditions of certainty; the appropriate
modifications for stochastic conditions are introduced in Sections
III and IV.)

To avoid confusion and misunderstanding later, however, it ia
neceasary to examine cloaely the sources of the profitability included
in "p" in this function. If we had assumed no time-interdependence
in the profitability function, the incremental cash flows due to a net
capital budget of a given dollar size would be only thoae directly at-
tributable to the included inveatmenta in the usual manner. But
with equation (1), there is a further increment of profitability at-
tributable to a given sized net investment in a given current period:
the profit-possibility function plotted against doUars of investment
is shifted to the r i^t , with the reault that the number of dollara of
(groaa) inveatment henceforth required merely to maintain any given
aized stock of capital intact is reduced, and this reduction in future
outflows is also part of the increment in corporate eamings due to
the current investment. The "p" in equation (1) thus includes both
the direct and this induced profitability for each size of net invest-
ment in the given current period.

The reader should also note carefully that the "induced" com-
ponent of profit on any given amount of net inveatment in any single
current period reflects a level stream of no-longer-required outlays
in all future periods. The induced components of profltability in
function (1) will grow over time if and only if net investment is
positive in future periods (so that capital stock and eamings also
grow), but this growth, if present, would reflect future periods' in-
vestments— or more generally a continuing investment policy —

7. This function has been used in the earlier work of Gabriel A. Prein-
reich. The Nature of^ Dividenda (New York: Columbia University, 1961);
J. B. Williams, The Theory of Inveatment Value (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1938): Myron J. Gordon and Eli Shapiro, "Capital Equipment
Analysis: The Required Rate of Profit," Management Sdanee, III (Oct. 1966),
reprinted in Eira Solomon (ed.), The Management of Corporate CapUal,
op. eit.; and Myron J. Gordon. The Inveatment, Financing, and Valuation of
the Corporation (Homewood, 111.: Irwin, 1962).
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and would not be a proper component of the profitability of any
given current period's investment, and hence is not refiected in "p".

The other properties of equation (1) may now be stated. Since
the average profit rate p will not in general be invariant with respect
to the relative size of the current investment /, we have j/if) ^ 0
but because equation (1) is constant over time as a function of /,
this derivative will be also. Finally, we define the marginal rate of
return in the usual way ^ as the partial derivative of the total dollar
retum with respect to the quantity of funds invested, which gives
(with Y* fixed)

The marginal rate of return will also be a constant function of /

over time with the further property that - j < 0.

Since in this paper we are considering only internally financed
growth, all debt, leverage and new equity issues are appropriately
excluded, and henceforth we have / ^ r.

II. T H B CoBfT OF CAPITAL AND OFTIICAL DIVIDENDB

AND GBOWTH UNDER CBBTAINIT '

With no outside financing, only a single decision determines the
value of all three variables x, r and /. Since we seek the optimal
target or steady state value of these variables, we shall assume tiiat,
once determined, the value of the decision variable r (or x, or /) will
be held constant over all future time. But for decision-making pur-
poses, r is a tme variable whose value is to be chosen. The criterion
ordering the desirability of the outcomes of altemative choices of x
or r is the market prices of the common equity, which are a function
of the altemative streams of cash fiows to investors, which in tum
depends on the profit function (1) and the decision variable r.
Analogous to the traditional theoiy of production, we will now derive
decision mles in terms of (in) equalities between marginal rates of

8. This perhap needs emphads, dnce as shown (three footnotes below),
p is also equu to the marginal growth rate, which might otherwise seem some-
thing like pulling a rabbit out of a hat.

9. Some oithe last few pages and this section overlap with Section II of
Lintner, "The Cost of Capital and Optimal Finandng of Corporate Growtii,"
op. dt. The common material was needed there in summary fmm to develop
implications for otho: forms of finandng; here I devdop_ the bade model more
rigorously and examine its "cost of capital" curves, deddon rules and growth
implications in substantially greater depth and detail.
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return and marginal costs of capital as defined above, using the
constancy assumptions previously made, and assuming there is no
uncertainty.

Note first that using continuous compounding for convenience,
so that Y* is the instantaneous rate of eaminp fiow, the rate of
growth g at Y* is
(2) 0 = 0r, = d log Yt/dt = r p(r) .̂
Moreover, since aggregate dividends are D* = xY*, where any
chosen x = 1 — r has been assumed to be constant over time, it is
clear that the growth rates of dividends and eaminp will be equal
and constant. The aggregate dividend distribution at any time t
will be

(O) ^ t ~ t ~ * 0

Even though it is patently unrealistic to assume steady growth for-
ever along with certainty (just as it is to assume away taxes and
other financial altematives and costs), the very simplicity of the
setup highlights certain basic relationships of quite general signifi-
cance, as we shall see.

'Turning now to our stock price criterion function for the choice
of best retention ratio, investment and growth rate, we adduce well-
known theorems for equilibrium in perfect markets which require
that the sum of current cash retums (here dividend yields = Dt/Pt
=yd) plus rates of growth in own price for all assets equal the cur-
rent market rate of discount, i.e., j / ^ + d log pt/dt = kt. The solu-
tion of this differential equation for market price, with k constant,
is

(4) Pt ••

By derivation, the prices given by this equation will satisfy the
basic equilibrium theorem cross-sectionally over different stocks and
securities, and will do so continuously over time.'* For the current
price of the stock, Po, equation (4) reduces to

1. Tbis step may be justified by passing to tbe limit in tbe discrete case
(underscoring denoting flows or rates measured in dincrete periods) where, un-
der present assumptions,_y^ = 1^ + rp{r)Y* or ̂ Y*/Y* = rp(r) wbicb gives
(2) in tiie Umit. Altematively, (2) is implied by y*̂ ^ =Y^ + rY^ T7)(r) +
0(r) as r-» 0.

2. It is apparent tbat the condition k>g is both naeassary and suffieient
to insure the convergence of the integral of tihe primary differential equation.
See [Al] for proof that the properties stated hold regardless of the varying
time patterns of any of tbe variables (so long as a corresponding condition on
tbe time of integral K aadg is satisfied).
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Do xY(t
(4a) Po = = , k> g,

k — g k — g
and differentiation with respect to r gives (recalling equation (2)
and that r =1 — x)

dr L X k —

where j / , is the current eaminp yield of the stock. But since
g = g{r) = rp{r), the marginal growth rate dg/dr is equal to the
marginal intemal rate of retum pssp{r).* Equation (5) conse-
quently can be written
(5a) dP/dr^ 0 < > p(r) ^ y , . < > xp(r) ^ yg.

Note that maximizing stock price in this growth model requires
management to continue intemal investment beyond the point
where the "average retum" or profU rate has been maximized, just
as in the standard cases in the literature.* Our results, however, go
considerably beyond this orthodox property by showing that ad-
herence to the criterion of maximizing shareholden' equity, in the
context of separation of ownership and management as emphadzed
by Berle and Means, does not imply maximvnng growth ' — as has
generally been proposed elsewhere — since the latter criterion would
require continuing investments until dg/dr had been reduced to
zero instead of only to yt > 0. We may anticipate later results
to add that this conclusion also is completely general — and indeed
holds by even wider margins once important "realistic" complica-
tions are added."

3. Alternatively, 1^ definition
r T

p(x) = r-1 J p(r)dr or glr) = rp{r) = J plr)dr

and the identification in tiie text foUows by direct differentiation.
4. See Luts, op. cit. (esp. Chap. II). Maziminng profit rates requires

p' = 0 which by (la) implies po = p and the standara model to maximise
capital value requires po= k^p. It should be noted that our present
model (sustained growth with certainty) requires stiU further investment to
P = yt<k<p. However, on this latter pomt see sections below.

6. After this paper was drafted, the same observation was made I^
William Baumol, "On the Theoiy of Expansion of the Firm," American Eco-
nomic Review, LII (Dec. 1962).

6. Incidentally we should note that the common complaint that it just
doesn't make sense to tell I.B.M., ssy, with its recent 18 per cent per annum
growth rate, to push its capital budgets to the point where the retum on
margintd investments is as low as the eaminn-sdeld on its stock (only recently
under 1.6 per cent), because "you cant maintain your growth rate that waŷ '
completoly misses the mark. The conclusion that marginal returns should
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We next consider the shape of the "cost of capital" function
for unlevered firms under certainty. Since the cost of capital to
be compared with p in this case is y,, we need merely examine its
shape plotted against the retention ratio r. From y. = (k — g)/x =
[fc — rp(r)]/x it is clear that at a; = 1, (or r = 0 = 0) we have
y, = fc. Moreover,

(-/») + (fc - g). y. -

and

(6a)

. 9y. dp 1

FIGURE I
ILLUBIBATIVB MABOINAL (EXFBCTED) RATBS ar RETUBN, EABNINOB YIBLDB, AND

MABOINAL COSTS or CAPITAL: COMPABOONB or MCDBLB I - I V .

Rttums '
Earninqt
Yiilds,
andmecB

4 _

60 ^ 80 100
% Retention

Note: Data from Table I.

Consequently, when r > 0, y« falls with increasing r, though at gen-
erally diminieiiing rates, as long as p > y, and thereafter rises at in-
creasing rates when the marginal retum p < y,.'' With growth
steady, certain, and etemal, the optimising decision mle in (5a)
not be pushed so low is correct, eithjer because of uncertainty or expectations
that rehtive investment opportunities will deteriorate in the future; in the
tAsence of these factors the reaaon uaualhr given is actually the reverse of
the truth as may be seen by noting that, if internal funds were suffident, any
company would increase its growta rate to a maximum if it pushed invest-
ments to a marginal retum of aero I This proposition depen<b only on the
first equation in (la) and equation (2); it does not depend on the particular
form of profit function used in this paper.

7. The condition f» = y, dearly makes the corresponding value of v.
a true minimiim since thia makes 7iy,fdr = 0 and —dp/or > 0 because of the
diminishing marginal returns aasumed, so that Vy,/dlr>0 at this point. It
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consequentiy minimizes the eamings yield on the stock — the cost
of capital in this case — and maximizes the price-eamings ratio.
These relationships are all illustrated in Figure I. The ya curve
continues to fall until it is inteisected from above by the marginal
rate of retum p. (The other y, curves relate to models which will
be introduced later.)

All this looks veiy similar to the standard (static) theory of
production. But another perhaps less expected property of our
model should also be noted. This model, and in particular equa-
tion (5a), says that if a corporation were operating under condi-
tions of certainty and no taxes, and had investment opportunities
permitting constant rates of growth into the unlimited future, it
should make investments up to the point whero the marginal in-
ternal rate of retum on current investment no longer exceeds the
current eamings yield of the stock — and this mle is valid even
though in the usual case when the company is paying some dividends
and marginal retums p are less than average retums p, it is also
true " that the current earnings yield y, is necessarily less than the
discount rate k which reflects the retums available on the share-
holder's altemative investments. (Note that this result does not
depend on any tax differentials!) The apparent paradox is resolved
by noting that equation (5) also can be rewritten as
(5b) dP/dr ^ 0 < = = > a; p (r) + g (r) > k,

i.e., the marginal retum for the investor from added investment
within the company is equal to the sum of the dividend payout
applied to the marginal intemal retum within the company on cur-
rent investments plus the growth rate on the retention itself, and if
this sum is greater than the discount rate, he will prefer the re-
tention. The fundamental significance of this result is the emphasis
it gives to the distinction between marginal rate of return require-
ments on current investments at every point in time in growth situa-
tions to a company and marginal returns to investors.

Altematively, one could of course, if he wished, explain the
"paradox" of our p < fe by noting that changes in the decision
is also dear that y. rises at necessarily increasing ratea beyond this point aince
3y./3r ia then also positive in (6a). It is also dear that Vy.fdi* must gen-
erally be poritive aa well for 0 < r < r* (where r̂  ia tJie optimising value
corresponcung to p = y.) —i.e., y, must decline at general)^ diTniriiiihiTig rates
in the region as asserted in the text — because it does reach a minimiun at
p = V> > 0 and p is contmuoualy declining. But if p is suffidently large rela-
tive to Va at low retention rates it is possible for y. to be declining at in-
creasing rates in a relatively narrow interval in tiiis region.

8. Since y. = (Jfe - g)/x can be written zy. -|- (1 - x)p = fc, we have with
0 < z < l , i > > f c < = = > y . ^ f c ; b u t (5b) can be written I ;<p - (p - )

^ > p>fe with X > 0 .
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variable z or r assumed constant over time, involve changes not
only in the current investment rate but in all future investment
rates, and then define a different marginal rate of retum to the com-
pany on the change in r as the partial derivative of the integral of
all changes in dollar earnings from all changes in amounts of in-
vestments throughout the future with respect to the integral of all
increments of dollar investments throughout the future — this in-
stead of our p (cf. the first part of equation la) . The cutoff mle
for this marginal retum would be the standard discount rate k
even in growth situations, and the simple "discount rate rule" for
internal company use would be saved — but only at the expense of
major complications in the calculation of the marginal retum to be
compared with k. While these latter complications in the mathe-
matics can be handled without too much difficulty in the strict cer-
tainty case, they compound rapidly as successively more realistic
types of uncertainty are considered (since the parameters of the
stochastic processes of growth rates and future investment oppor-
tunities (a) differ from the parameters of uncertainty on current
profit rates and (b) vary over time and (c) in anticipation must be
adjusted for (investors', not company) utility condderations either
directly or through derivative market-equivalence functions).

The decision mies advanced above in terms of our p ' are not
only strictiy rigorous but can be adapted to the more realistic un-
certainty cases (our primary objective) much more straightfor-
wardly precisely because these different elements responding differ-
ently are kept distinct. Also, companies need decidon mles which
can be applied to the (expected values and variances of) current
judgments on the profitability of current investments even in dy-
namic growth situations — and our p (as developed in subsequent
sections) provides these. As we devdop our models explicitiy
recognizing uncertainty from this form of the certainty model, we
require judgments of a type company managements can perhaps be
expected to make — such as judgments that the expected value and
variance of profit rates on current budgets are about so much, that
future uncertainty can be expected to evolve roughly in some simple
way, but that expected profitability in the future relative to then-
attained company size and size of budget will be about the same as

9. It should perhaps be re-emphasised that our p fully accounts for the
shift in the investment opportunity function throughout the future which
arises from the current net investment—it diffeis from the altemative only
in that it does not incorporate the returns attributable to all the furtJier shifts
due to all the further investments to be made in aU future periods. Cf.
p. 67 above.
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cunently, that the market-place refiects about so much risk-aversion
by investors, etc. — and not judgments of hopelessly complex com-
posites directiy.

We now proceed to our essential objective of developing models
which ejcplicitiy recognize and incorporate the omnipresent real
world fact of uncertainty. But if it needs to be said again, I will
do so: this latter task is the sole purpose of the preceding models
under certainty — the assumptions of prescience and possibility of
undiminishing rates of growth until, through and beyond the here-
after (as well as omissions of such mundane matters as taxes 1)
are so completely extreme that the decision rules are not intended
for practical use by businessmen in the form given.

III. SiMFLE STOCHASTIC UNLEVEBED GROWTH

I have elsewhere^ emphasized that, once uncertainty is ad-
mitted, the problem of determining the best capital budget of any
given size is formally identical to the solution of a security portr
f olio analysis, and shown ' that the "shadow value" of any expected
retum is equal to the row-sum of the inverse of the variance-
covariance matrix with all other assets in the portfolio (in the
present application, all elements of the existing capital stock and
other projects included in the capital budget). Consequently, al-
though t^e same marginal retum requirements provide a valid de-
cision mle for both the composition and size of capital budgets
under certainty, this is no longer tme under uncertainty since the
required marginal expected retum will vary from project to project
(even relative to their own o- and o'). In the rest of this paper, I
shall focus on the optimal determination of the size at the capital
budget, simply assuming that a Markowitz-type "efiScient set" anal-
ysis has already been made which yields a three-dimensional (per
time period) "profit-possibility function" relating amount of invest-
ment (size of budget), expected average profit rates and variance
of retum.

The "ProfU-PossibUty" Function. For each possible size of
the investment budget, this profit-possibility function is the envelope
of all individual investment possibilities consistent with the budget-
size constrants; for each possible size of budget it gives the maxi-
mum expected retum obtainable at each level of variance of re-

1. "A New Model of the Cost of Capital," op. eit., and "Tbe Cost of
Capital and Optimal Financing of Corporate Growth," op. eit.

2. "The Valuation of Risk Assets and the Selection of Risky Invest-
ments," Raviaw of Eeonomies and Statisties, forthcoming.
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tum, and the minimum retum variance obtainable at each levd of
expected retum on new invested funds.

The position of this envdope depends on the size and compod-
tion of the stock assets already hdd which are refieoted in current
sustainable net eamings before interest. In addition, however,
there is evidence that if profits have risen above or fallen bdow ex-
pected values, the relative amounts of current investments which
can be made with a given expected return will also be respeotivdy
enlarged ar depressed. Witii contemporaneous abserved aggregate

earnings Y* = Y* + c^ ,̂ the general equatian for the profitability

function is 4'Q,[^*/Y*, P,, O^,] =0 where 2)t is the expected aver-
age retum per dollar invested, and o* is the expected variance of the

rate of return on this investment, * indicating expected values in
each instance. In keeping with my continuing emphasis on (ex-
pectationally) steady growth, however, I assume spedfieally that
^(f*! PJ o )̂ = 0 is invariant over time with r = F*/Y* canstant at
some level to be determined. As in the certainty case, I assume
diminishing (average and mar^nal) expected profitability with in-
creasing budget size at any paint in time (i.e., 9 p / 9 r ^ 0 and
9p / 9 r ^ 0 ) , which are batii canstant over time for any r and a'.

as is the marginal expected rate of retum p = 3rp/3r. The en-
vdope function ^ has the further properties 9 o f / 9 r ^ 0 and
dP/9<^ ^ Oi both also constant over time for fixed values of the
other terms in ^ , and finally I assume that the usual "cancavity"
conditions involving second derivatives are satisfied. In order to
keep the analysis within manageable limits for present purposes,
however — and to focus more sharply on the returns required in
the presence of given risks and simplify the devdopment — I will
work throughout this paper with the two-dimendonal contour of
this profit-possibility function traced out by the intercepts of a
plane of constant (prespedfied) variance.

The Simple Stochastic Process. Assuming that management

adjusts the mix of its capital budgets to keep t^^ = a* canstant
over time," our stochastic profit function in explicit form is now

(7) p* = p, (fj ,a^^) = p(r) a constant function

over time for any g^ven v,; and we assume spedfieally .that actual
3. Our certainty model — Model I—was a limiting case with «* set equal

to lero.
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ratea of profit on new investments at any time t, pt = Pt -|- ĉ ,̂ are
normally distributed with (constant) variance o,; and that Cj,̂  are
independent over time.* Since gf — rpjir), a'^ = 1^0^, but we
must also allow for the fact that even with no growth (net inveat-
ment r = 0) there ia variance o-̂  in the profit rate (and hence

fluctuations in gt about its mean zero). Theae considerations sug-
gest ô j = (1 -f- f̂ ) cr̂ , but for greater generality we ahall uae the
form 0̂ =̂ (l-l-ai^)o' with O ^ a to allow for the fact that
the uncertainty of growth ratea may not increaae in more or leaa
full proportion to increaaed retentions due to covariance between
profita on newly added and prior aaaeta. Under theae aasumptiona:
(1) the expected average rate or profit over a period t unita in length
E[pt] will be equal to the expectation at each point p, and (2) the
same holda for the growth rate E[gt] = 0 (since gt = rpt and r ia
conatant); (3) the variance of the average profit and growth rates
vary inversely with the period of the average, aince ahocks in both
ratea are time-wiae independent by aaaumption, ao that, in particu-
lar, var (I,) = (1 -h or') o^/t = o^^/t; but (4) and thia ia moat
important, the variance of the cumulated or total growth over a
period t increases linearly over time, since var {t gt) = t' var gt =

Our problem now ia to determine the aet of valuea of p (or /•)

and r which will maximize Po, the expected value of current share
price, aubject to (7) and a fixed (preaelected) c^, where Pt «= Pt
-f- ep^ with Cp̂  diatributed with mean zero and independentiy over

time." The optimal p and r are simultaneously determined by
finding those valuea which maximize Po- Since the crucial deciaion
ia at what point to atop expanding the capital budget which is de-
termined by the point where marginal retuma are no longer auffi-
cient to justify expansion, we shall in particular aeek a deciaion rule
for thia part of the maximizing problem which is stated in terms

4. The PI thua represent repeated drawings from a stationary (normal)
distribution with constant variance «* per unit time period. Again, this

assumption would be quite inappropriate if we were focusing on shortpnm
cyclical phenomena, but it provides a convenient and simple benchmark
assumption in our longer-run context. A more general model is examined in
tiie following section.

5. This assumption would clearly be inappropriate for a study focused
upon short-term stock market price determination, but it provides a reason^
able basis for an analysis focused upon optimal loivterm company behavior.
I am not undertaking to analyse how management could best accentuate and
capitalise upon favorable shortgun speculative swingB in stock prices.
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of marginal cost of capital—which, it will be recalled, is defined as
the minimum marginal expected rate of retum on current invest-
ment required to justify both the acquisition and investmmt of
any further capital. Since this mle on our criterion must be derived
from the conditions for maximizing the current value of the stock,
I now tum to the matter of stock prices under conditions of uncer-
tainty.

The Stock-Price Model. It is immediately obvious that the
theorems respecting relative market values in classic competitive
equilibrium all remain valid under uncertainty so long as it may
be assumed that investors base their purchase and sale decisions
upon present values (at risk-free discount rates) of the certainty
equivalents of the elements of uncertain income streams. (The
certainty equivalerU of a random receipt is defined to be that single
value which, if certain, would be equivalent in the decision-makers
mind to the uncertain prospect represented by the full distribution
of the random element.) It seems entirely reasonable to believe
that this model appropriately summarizes much of the essence of
the behavior of ride-averse investors — and the prevalence of di-
versification establishes the predominance of risk-averaion.' I have
elsewhere^ shown that — when every individual investor in tbe
market holds that combination of cash, savings deposits with risk-
less positive retum fc, and risky securities which he most prefers,
given his wealth, utility function and (multivariate normal) proba-
bility judgments over random outcomes; when these probability
judgments are the same among investors;' and when the prevailing
market prices of all risk assets are established in purely competi-
tive markets which, as Arrow has shown,̂  yield a Pareto-optimal
allocation of risks — tbis "present value of certainty-equivalents"
model is rigorously valid with respect to the relative values of
securities in the optimizing portfolios of risk-averse investors over
any single holding period of arbitraiy length.̂  Specifically, where

6. Indeed, Arrow haa shown tiiat risk aversion is a necessary condition
for competitive equilibrium in markets for risk assets. Kenneth J. Airow,
The Rote of Securities tn the Optimal Allocation of Risk Bearing (Cowles
Commission Fapen, New Series, No. 77), 1953.

7. "The Valuation of Risk Assets and the Selection of Risky Invest-
ments," op. dt.

8. Note that wealth and utili^ functions need not be the same. The
assumption of common probability judgmente may or may not be a neceasaiy
condition; in any event, it establishes tiie theorem and bringa out the im-
plicationa of uncertainty per se, as distinct from divene judgments.

9. Op. dt.
1. Tlie theorem derives relative aggregate market values over a fixed

set of available iaauea; but for any given (fixed) number of shares of each
outstanding, this is sufBdent to detennine relative maricet prices.
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the security is assumed sold at the end of any period, the present
price is the risk-free present value of the certainty equivalent of
the sum of the cash (dividend) recdpt during the period and end-
of-period sales price. The latter, by an extension of the same line
of analyds, clearly may be regarded as the then-present-value at the
riskless rato of the certainty equivalents of dividends in the second
period and resale value at the end of the period. By iteration, one
gets current price as the present value of the certainty-equivalents
of the dividend stream itsdf over time — except that the ide-
vant risk parameters are greater than those of the dividend stream
alone for two reasons. Allowance must be made for the greater (but
functionally rdated) variance of stock prices around their expected
values at all future times. Moreover, within any period there is
fordmowledge that new information will become avaliable.' This
information may be dther favorable or unfavorable, and its effect
on prospective resale values, to a first approximation at least, can
also be expected to be rou^ly proportional to the uncertainty of
the underlying income stream. For both reasons, the relevant un-
certainty is some multiple c > 1 of the uncertainty of the underlying
dividend stream of tiie security.

For purposes of the present paper, I am simply assuming that
investors will behave in terms of a corresponding "certainty-equiva-
lent" model with respect to the allocation of funds over the risk
assets in their portfolios — and that the rdative market prices on
different securities will be determined by the certainty equivalents
of the probability distributions of their prospective yidds to in-
vestors— when investors are assumed all to have hyperbolic utility
functions and to form their probability judgments in terms of the
simple stochastic process ' given above. The latter assumption, of
course, makes dividends themsdves, future stock prices, and rates
of retum (dividend yield plus relative gain or loss) lognormal. The
hyperbolic form of utility function, used earlier in somewhat re-
lated work by Tinbergen,̂  has many desirable properties and avoids

Moreover, the relation between "expected value" and "certainty equivap
lent" on a given stock can perfectly well refiect the covariances with other
stocks; "certainty-equivalents" models do not necessarily ignore intercorrela-
tions as frequently preseumed. In what follows we shall recognise nonsero
covariances but for simplid^ assume them positive and fixed in value.

2. This is, of couise, distinct from any time dependence among the sto-
chastic elements of the underlying stream. As developed in Section IV below,
it is quito possible within the framework of a certainty-equivalence model to
allow directly for much of the impact of this latter factor.

3. The same assumption will be made with respect to the more com-
plicated stochastic process introduced in Section IV.

4. Jan Tinbeigen, "The Optimum Rato of Saving," Economie Journal,
LXVI (Dec. 1966). ' *̂  ^ ^ " ^
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the nonsense implications of the quadratic and exponential func-
tions traditionally relied upon to represent risk-averse behavior.
Apart from irrelevant choices of origin and scale, the general form
of the hyperbolic is 17 (7) = - (T)-« where o > 0 implies an
upper bound (as I shall assume) and measures the degree of risk-
aversion."

Then with Dt = Do^' we have «
as*

(8) E[U{Dt)] = E(Dt-') = -Do-«e-"'(»—f)
so that the certainty equivalent

at*

(9) Z) = Doe'<i-T'.
Also for later reference, note that if we were to treat each stock in
isolation, assume that the variance of the expectations of the sum of
dividend receipt and absolute A Pt in period f is a multiple c" > 1
of the variance in Dt, the price of the stock would be

or'

(10) Po= ^
Do

, a/in *

Now note that if any investor were choosing the best portfolio
in which to place a given amount of funds SVo for long-term invest-
ment on the basis of his hyperbolic utility function (which has the
property of constant yrorporixomaX risk aversion ' ) , and the portfolio
was to be chosen from an (infinite) set of possible portfolios, each of
whose yields were lognormally distributed, he would choose the one
which would provide the greatest certainty equivalent of yield.
This would be that portfolio for which 9 = i , - ao'/2 is as great as

possible, where gp is the expected average rate of growth in value of
the portfolio and o* is its variance. Moreover, if the component

stocks have multivariate lognormal yield distributions,' then it

5. Cf. Jobn W. Pratt, "Utility and Aversion to Risk," mimeo.. Harvard
Graduate Sebool of Buaness Administration, 1082.

8. J. Aitcbison and J. A. C. Brown, Tha Lognarmdl Distribution (Cam-
bridge, Enidamd: Cambridge University Press, 1067), p. 8.

7. Cf.'ftwtt, op. eU.
8. It is qmte true tliat linear mixtures of lognormally distnbuted vari-

ates are not tbemselves strictly lognoimally distxlbuted. I bave simply as-
sumed that investors treat tbem as being so. Several justifications m«r be
offered. Tbe prices of l a m diversifled^idiistrial and utility stocks (whi£ are
notorious "poolers of risks") appear to be ss lognomul as the "conunon gen-
erality" of companies, as do tbe cbangss in values of some 126 investment
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can be ahown * that if /{repreaenta the proportion of total 'SVo allo-
cated to the if" stock and 2/t = 1 we can identify gp with % /i | i
and a* with [a Po» -\- 2S, ,IJJ' + ^J, «̂  ]• The beat com-

I • • fJ '/>*' I 'I • ' 1^

bination of atocka maximizea the Lagrangian function
a,/,A - (a/2) [a«/«o* + 2a, a /,//a« -i- a,/,a'^] - - [a . / , - 1 ]
which yields the typical equation
(11) (1 -I- /,)aa« + o3//<r« = ft - «: t = 1 . . . m stocks

to detennine the relative holdinga /{.
But changea in any company'a inveatment policy and retentiona

ratea change the expected value and variance of ita growth rate.
Particular interest consequentiy attaches to the different combina-
tions of g^ and o^ which will at leaat maintain the /, and hence the

relative value of ita atodc. Asaume now that all inveatora hold identi-
cal multivariate lognormal diatributiona over the g'a, and that all
have the aame riak-averaion coeffident a; then each inveator will hold
the aame mix of atocka in equilibrium (although the actual total in-
veatment in the mix will vary from one inveator to another), and the
ft in equation (11) can be interpreted aa the ratio of the aggregate
market value of the t^ atock to the aggregate market value of the
total portfolio of all inveatora (and all /i'a will be poaitive). If
now we focua our attention on the caae where theae retention and
inveatment deciaiona do not affect the covariances between the
{"> atock and all othera, which ia a quite reaaonable one,̂  and the
effects of changea in ô  and ft on the holdinga of thia stock /i and of
all other stocks, fj is negligible, we find that there ia a linear ' indif-

tnists which have been examined over one, five and ten year periods. Since
finite mixtures of lognoimal variables are neither strict^ lognormal nor Gauss-
ian (the central limit theorem, after all, applies strictiy only in the limit), a
dboice here (as in all other statistical work) must be niade uid the lognoimal
is a veiy reasonable choice of a simple form. Finally, our results do not de-
Tpepd on normality in the logs, but are veiy much more general, though de-
tailed proofs must be reserved for another occasion.

9. The step involves writing ? f = Zi ft 0'<, squaring both sides^ using a
series expansion on the exponoitials and 2i /• = 1, taking expectations and
equating like terms. See [A2] in mathematical appendix.

1. If, for instance, one assumes that random realised growth rates
giBai + biH+tiltt where ai, bt and « are given constants, b<>0, • t > 0
and the random variables tT and tl are mutually independent with mean 0
and variance 1, the Tt shifting with policy decisions in the <<•> firm. Then: cov.
^ t — OuVi — gil = bibi independent of • when t ̂  j .

2. With our assumption of identity in probabilitjr distributions and util-
iiy functions, this lineanly follows directly from equations (11).
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ference relation between expected growth rates gt and variances ô ,
which will maintain the value of the i"> stock in a full portfolio-
optimization context. This function may be written

(12) gt - [a(l + ft)/2]o»^ - a« - » = 0
where a is the risk aversion coefficient, atj is a (constant) parameter
reflecting the weight sum of all covariances and a is the Lagrangian
multiplier introduced earlier.

Now revert for a moment to the certainty case with at = 0.
The classical market equilibrium conditions require, as seen above,
that {Dt/Pt) + dlogPi = k OT ya -{• g = k. With uncertainty in-
troduced in a certainty-equivalent model, the certainty equivalent
of the sum of the dividend yield and the growth rate must equal
this rate. For any given market price, we have the expected rate
of retum equal to the sum of the expected dividend yield and ex-
pected growth rate. Since the uncertainty of the absolute divi-
dend (and therefore the dividend yield, a fortiori) varies directiy
with the uncertainty of the growth rate, the relevant a is some
ciTg, with c > 1, where ag is the standard deviation of the growth
rate g. Therefore, we have

(13) CE. of (yd + g) = {Dt/Pt) -h ff - CoJ - .r̂ . - «,.
where C = co(l -|- /i)/2 and the prime on v\. reflects the "c-factors"
and the summing of alien covariances. We now make the as-
sumption that the position of this indifference curve in the g and
a plane is stable over time — which is surely a reasonable and ap-
propriate assumption given the purposes of this analysis and the
context of the rest of the model — and integration yields

(14) Po = f dt

where M -t- ff'y -|- C(^^ > g.

Equation (14), then, is a "present-value of the certainty equiva-
lents of the stochastic cash-flow (dividend) stream" model of stock
prices in which the certainty equivalents are determined by the
equivalences along indifference curves refiecting the optimizing be-
havior of risk-averse investors in purely competitive frictionless
markets. It should also be noted that this stock price model has
essentially the same form as equation (10) derived h^ assuming that
investors form their probability judgments in terms of the simple
stochastic process given above (making the distribution of returns
and dividends lognonnal), and that they detennine the relevant
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certainty-equivalence-indifference curves in terms of their own
hyperbolic utility function. Equations (10) and (14) differ by the
explicit inclusion of the term a'u refiecting covariances and the use
of the Lagrangian u instead of k. Henceforth we let fc' represent
k or a'lj + M and C represent the total coefficient on o^ in either equa-
tion. With these identifications, the same model shows the present
value of the certainty equivalents of the stochastic stream where the
certainty equivalents are determined either by market equivalences
or by investors' risk-averse utility functions directiy. The relevant
size of a' is detennined by the stochastic process in profit rates
given above.

The decision mle to optimize retentions and growth rates, for
any fixed a*, is now g^ven by the equalities in

as p^ — 2arC<^ ^ or as p^

Model II: a = 0. Now assume for the moment that variances
of growth rates are independent of retentions and expected growth
rates. The decision mle with uncertainty introduced under this
assumption is the same as under certainty in Model I (Section II)
— i.e., make all investments whose expected rate of retum ^ the
current eamings yield at market prices. Moreover, the general form
of the function relating eamings yield to retained eaminp will
also be the same as in the certainty case — falling at a generally
diminishing rate and then rising at a necessarily increasing rate —
and the optimal investment and retention rates also minimize mar-
ket earnings yields as before. The presence (and degree of) uncer-
tainty clearly raises the cost of capital, and reduces both capital
budgets and retentions: For any fixed k', r (or x) and p, y, will be
greater (since Po will be lower) the larger is o^ or C. It must be
emphasized, however, that the uncertainty in this model raises the
level of tiie whole y, function in a compound fashion. It not only
raises the intercept of the y, curve on the vertical axis (when r = 0)
to X/ -I- Ct^ (instead of k as in Model I ) ; the uncertainty also
makes its decline less rapid, raises and shifts its minimum point
to the left, and makes the rising portion steeper — in effect, curling
the whole y, fimction upwards and to the left. All these points are
illustrated in Figure I by the i/a2 curve, which except f or ir* > 0 is
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drawn for the same parameter values as the y^ certainty-model
curve.

Model III: a > 0. Now let the variance of growth rates rise
with the size of the budget, where â  = ô  (1 -|- a r'). With uncer-
tainty admitted in this somewhat more general way, the earnings
yidd is (for any fixed fc', x and p) still higher in Model III than
in Modd II. Although y, still falls from k' -\- Ca^ (when r = 0)
at diminishing rate and then rises, the uncertainty now makes the
decline in the y, function still less rapid than in Model II, raises and
shifts its minimum point still farther to the left, and makes the
rising portion still steeper — in effect, curling the whole y, function
still farther upwards and to the left because a^ (with fixed <̂ )
now increases quadratically with / = r.' This additional upward-
leftward displacement in the y, curve is clearly greater the greater
the profit variance o^ and the larger the response fraction a. These
three compounding effects of C(^ and a on the position and shape of
the y, function are illustrated in the i/«s curve in Figure I.

Optimum capital budgets, growth and retentions minimize
earnings yields y, on the stock in this model as in the previous
ones — after all, min y, with given current eamings is directiy im-
plied by max Po which is the object of the game. These three up-
ward and leftward displacements in the location of the minimum
eamings yield consequentiy mean that the optimal retention ratio
and growth rate both vary inversely and in compounded degree
with the uncertainty in profit rates t^ and with C; and optimal
dividend payout ratios, as well as the "shortfall" of optimal growth
rates below maximum possible expected growth rates, both increase
in tiie same compound way with greater uncertainty.

But while optimum magnitudes for budget size, growth and
retentions refiect the three compounding effects so far considered,
still another element enters into the choice of the proper decision

3. Although we have developed "certainty equivalent" models it should
be noted tiiat the eaminpr yields v« are (u i/ the discount rato under certainty
k were raised by an "uncertainty premium" as Irving Fisher suggested. The
Theory of Interest (New York: Macmillan, 1930). tbe penultimato term m
(14a) IS the same as in (6) if fc. = if + Cv^ is used. But even in Model II
the proper cutoff under growth is still the eamings yield, not fc.; and in Model
m it is eamings yield pbu an additional risk term. Moreover, since ô  and

"
g ^

«^ both depend on / = r, it is veiy clear that there is no single "uncer-
tainty discount rat^ (in the market or elsewhere), for use in equations tn
detormine the optimal scale of investment (and rato of retentions or divi-
dends) in growth situations when a > 0, which is independent of these deci-
sion variaUee—and this is true even when no outside equity is considered,
and most notably even when the firms in questicm never have and never will
use debt I The same observation holds a fortiori in later models.
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rule. With uncertainty admitted in this more general way, it is dear
from (14a) that the current eammgs yidd of the stock is no longer
the proper cutoff point or "cost of capital" for decisions regarding
retentions and capital budgets. The marginal cost of capital —
the minimum acceptable marginal expected rate of return — is
necessarily greater than y, by an amount 2arCi^. The addition of
this latter term means that the whole cost of capital functian* is
displaced upward and leftward stiU further than the y, curve —
and by amaunts that increase linearly with the retention ratio r,
and that are propartional to tiie profit rate variance ô  and the com-
podte parameter C, as well as to the budget response fraction a.
The fact and degree of the uncertainty thus has a fourfold cumula-
tive effect upon the marginal "cost of capital" in tiiis more general
modd, and optimal budget dze and retentions are determined by the
intersedion of the marginal expected rate of retum p, with this cost
of capital mcca = yt-\- 2arCo^. Moreover, while optimal decisions
determined by this inteisection do minimize eamings yidds they do
not minimise the margirul cost of capital (as in Models I and II) —
and this is tme even though C and o^ are expectationally constant
over time. With this (still limited) uncertainty in the picture, the
minimum marginal cast of capital lies above and to the left of the
minimum current eamings yield, p^ interseds mccs at a point which

4. It may be noted that the term 2arC0^ wbidi must be added to the
—"'"B" yield y, in determining the minimum acceptable marginal expected
rate of retum—the cost of capital in our derivation—is equal to C times the
maratnal variance in the growth rate with increments of retentions. Some
readers may consequently wonder why we did not define a new concept of
"Marginal Net Risk-Adjusted E h ^ t e d Retum" equal to (p ^ - 2arCv',), dnce
in conjunction vnth this measurement of net "'••'g''"ftl return the eamingH
yield can still serve as the proper measure of the cost of capital (due allow-
anoe being made for the effect of ride on y,) in this as in the earlier models.
This course waa not followed for the following reasons: (1) the t o t definition
running in terma of marginal expected returns seems inudi more in keeping
with common usage, anifespedally BO in our context in which the variance
of the profit rate a* is some constant independent of aiie of budget and reten-
tions: (2) while mathematically unambiguous, the alternative definition as
stated "in Englidi" is likely to be mideading since tiie marginal expected re-
tum is properly adjusted by (but only by) u e marginal (and not the average
or total) variance of the growth rate (not profit rate); (3) for this reason, and
because the "bade profit ride" v*̂  does not enter into the adjustment, the
concept is thus very explidtly only a (particular) "ride-adjusted" rather than
a "ride free" or "certainty eauivalent" concept (with whidi it is likely to be
erroneoudy associated in reaoera' minds), and the more precise ^rasing "maẑ
ginal-growth-rate-variance adjusted marginal enected retum" seems quite
cumbersome; and (4) while this altemative formulation would "save" the earn-
ings ^eld as the proper cost of capital in the models so far, these models are
d^cient on other pounds (see following text) and the convenient generalisa-
tion equating eamingB yields with cost of capital must be abandoned anyway
when more adequate modela are used, aa diown below.
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lies directiy above the min y,, and at this point mcca is rising with a
slope 2aCo' All these relationships are illustrated in Figure I.

General Observations. While the models examined so far have
provided many useful insights into the problems of optimal cor-
porate investment and its financing, there are serious questions con-
ceming their adequacy and applicability. In particular, the models
are clearly inapplicable whenever fc' -|- Co' > g — our veision of
the well-known "growth stock paradox" with uncertainty recog-
nized explicitly.' But the more substantive reservation or objection
is that they ignore what seems to be an important and omnipresent
fact of life. In particular, it appeals that models are needed which
will incorporate the (to me, at least, highly plausible and persuasive)
observation that, viewed a* of a given point in time and in the minds
of investors and managements alike, the variance o^^ of the profit-
ability of new investments to be made at different times in the future
will be a monotone increasing function of their futurity. I conse-
quently proceed to build new models which will allow for this phe-
nomenon. As well as having much greater apparent plausibility
and realism in their assumptions, they are entirely free from the
"growth-stock" restrictions plaguing the three previous models.

IV. OPTIMAL (EzpECTATiONAUir) STEADT GBOWTH, CAPITAL

BuDams, DIVIDBHDS AND RETBNTIONS, WHHN Ô ^ INCBEASBS

WITH FUTDBETT

Our new models are the same as Models II and III in all re-
spects except the assumption regarding corporate profit expecta-
tions. Specificially, I now assume that investors' and managements'
expectations at any time to, regarding the position and shape of
the profit possibility function ^u which will be available to them r

6. In this connection, it is not adequate to sugpst tiiat, if tiiere are any
tnies in the market for which the model is inapplicaide in a "partial

iibrium" aaalysia sudi as we have been making, tnis merely means that
the value assigned to the given (riak-free) diacount rate fc is too low—that
in a genual equiUbrium analyaia in which fc also is a variable, the equilibrium
value of k would necessari^ be suffidently large as to satiiqr the condition
of equations (10) or (13) for eveir company in the market. But with ISM.'B,
Folsroid's and other growth atocb (in the eyes of inveatore in recent yeara)

in the market, aome g'' have undoubtedly been (expectationally) on the order
of .15-25 or perhape more, and the marketa* detomination of fc haa aurely
not gone anywhere near ao high in recent yeara. I assume there ia a^Mment
that the riakless fc has been somewhat lower than the higheat rate on govern-
ment bonds. Tlie more substantive defense of tiie modda on tiiia acore would
be that the relevant diacount rate ia fc* = « +o',^, not the riaklasa fc itadf;
and that even if m — k we might expect v',,-|-C«^-|-«>0 in moat
Whether thia ia true or not would require much careful reaearch.
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periods in the future, are such that, for any fixed / = F*/Y* main-
tained throughout, E{pt) = p constant over time in association
with variances o-̂  which are rising linearly over time. Formally, in-
stead of the previous profit function ^ , I now assume ^ [ / , p, ô  (t) ]
is invariant over time when o* {t) is a rising linear function over r
(the futurity of the e]q)ectation). Instead of the previous as-
sumption Pt = P + < "(rith e timewise independent, I now assume
P((+i) =Pt + e where e is normally distributed with mean zero
and a* > 0 constant over time but with all covariances between
different times zero. The profit rate pr is thus (expectationally)
a cumulated random walk whose expected value is constant over
time but with variance (respecting any future r) of o' = a' + TO*

where o* is the variance of the distribution of profitability at the

moment to. To simplify the notation, let 2j3 = (^/(^ and work wit^

This stochastic process in profit rates leads to different stoiik
price models and decision mles depending upon whether the vari-
ance in the initial growth rate t^ and its rate of increase over time

are dependent upon the size of budget /. Ruling out the latter de-
pendence for the moment, the variance of the growth rate at time
t can be written ô  = o^ (1 -f- ar* -|- 2J9T), which upon integration

makes the variance of cumulated growth over a span r into the
future o» = nr (1 -h ar» -H /8r) = TO" -h /8o« T». The case where

i9 > 0 but a = 0 will be denoted Model IV, and the case where
both a and j3 are > 0 will be termed as Model V, but since the
size of a only affects the term a* = o* (1 -|- at^) we can continue
to treat them together for a time.

V

^ The certainty equivalent, JDT, of the random dividend receipt
DT at time r now becomes
(15) DT

The sharp and fundamental contrast between this function and that
used previously must be emphasized. The simpler stochastic process
used in Models II and III had the highly undesirable property of
producing certainty equivalent receipts, D, that rose exponentially
and forever at constant rate g —a\. — Cf^ > 0. The introduction of
uncertainty in this earlier function meant merely that an expected
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growth rate of 20 per cent will be reduced to an equivalent of, say,
18 per cent which within those models would have been treated as
if it continued into the hereafter; in these earlier models, any cer-
tainty-equivalent growth rate greater than zero implied a Dt which
would increase at this same rate forever and without limit. But
the certainty-equivalent dividend Dt in this model based on equation
(15) has the essential property of rising (at ever diminishing rates)
to a maximum and then falling at ever increadng rates to a cer-
tainty-equivalent receipt of zero in the indefinite future. Investors
using this model are not acting as if in the later future any single
stock would offer the entire universe with ribbons around itl The
general behavior of A / ^ o is illustrated in Table III and Figure III
bdow.

Using (12) and (14) the price of the stock will now be

(16a) ^» " / ^oe-'i*'-'+<^t":. +<% >̂J dr, or

(16b) Po

where 10= (Jt'-ff + o^J/V^jSCo* and a = w -f- t\/2pCt^, while
Q{w) is the area in the right tail of the standardised normal fre-
quency distribution and /(w) is the ordinate of this distribution at
the point w. It is immediately apparent from (16) that these
modds are completely free of any taint of (or restriction involving)
the "growth stock paradox": stock prices are finite regardless of
the relative sizes of k and g, and in particular when g>k and even

when ff > fc* -h Ci^ .
In deriving decision mles, it will be convenient to write (16)

in the form Po = DQA where A represents the integral of the ex-
ponential function, and to let « = t(fc' - ff + Cfl̂  ) -f- ;8i»»̂  **, the

entire exponent, so that -A = / e"^ dt. Now

(17a) ^ = P
or
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00

and if we let JB = / fe~' dt, we have immediately upon differen-
•8

tiation under the integral that
(17b)

^ ^ 0 a s x ( p - 2arCo») B/A = x{p - 2arCo^) T^l,
3r * » A »

where T = B/A, i.e., that

(17c) - ^ ^0 if and only if p^^{xT)-^-{- 2orCo».

A Generalvsation in, Terms of "Duration." By inspection of
the mathematical definitions of A and B, it is apparent that the
ratio B/A, which we denote T, is (with our use of continuous fiows
and discounting) precisdy what Macauley meant by the "dura-
tion" in his clasdc study of interest rates * and what Hicks ̂  de-
fined as the "average period" of a capitalistic production process
or income stream in a related context. It is dmply the wdghted
average time (of the dividend stream in our case) when present
values of the receipts are used as wdghts. What equations (17)
tdls us then is: added retentions and growth increase the price
of a stock if but only if (a) the dividend payout (b) over a time
period equal to the "duration" of the dividend stream of (c) ihe
marginal expected rate of retum adjusted for the marginal variance
in the growth rate is ^ unity —i^e right-hand side being unity
because the differential retention is in the denominator of both

p = ^ and 2arC7(r* = ." This proposition is valid m all
'̂  3r ' "dr
the models introduced in this paper.*

It should be also noted that in full generality ideal policy does
not call for either maximizing or minimizing the duration of the in-
come stream. The optimum duration is ^ven by the solution of

6. Frederick R. Macauley, Some Theoretical Problems Suggested by the
MovemenU of Interest Rates, Bond Yields and Stock Prices m the United
States since 1866 (New York: National Bureau of Economic Reseanoh, 1938).

7. J. R. Hicks, 7aZue and Capital (Oxfoid: Clarendon Press, 1939,1946).
8. If both sides are multiplied by dr = the (small) increment m retentions,

the equation would read that the cumulated undiscounted incremental cash
d i v i d ^ (adjusted for marginal growth rato variance) to shareholders over
a period equal to the "duration" must be ^ the amount of the incremental
retention.

9. AB shown below, however, in connection with Model VI, if the time
rato of increase in growth-rato uncertainty is a function of the sue of budget
r—instead of being independent of this deosion as in Models IV and V—
the adjustment for the marginal variance in the growth rato becomes more
complicated.
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the equalities in (17) for T = (1 - r») - i (p* - 2ar*Ca*)-^; while
maximizing the duration itself [cf. A4] would require increasing
retentions until p^ = 2arCa^ (since r = 1 is inadmissible as a perma-
nent policy). The optimal "duration" of the certainty equiva-
lents of the dividend stream, like the best expected growth rate and
the most preferred average expected profit rate, is less than tbe
maximum obtainable.

It can also be shown that the duration of the dividend stream,
for fixed values of other parameters, is a monotone decreasing func-
tion of o^, a, C and )8. (All the previous models are special cases
of the more general Model V, with the certainty Model I being
simply the very special case where ô  = 0.) Letting a subscript on
Tt refer to duration in the indicated model, we consequentiy have
TB<Tt<T2< Ti and TB<Ta<Ta<Ti^ for any given (ad-
missible) set of values of other parameters. Since the adjust-
ment for the marginal growth-rate variance also increases with a,
C = ail + fi)c/2, and o^ , it follows from (17) that optimal divi-

dend payout ratios vary directly — and optimal retention ratios
and growth rates vary inversely — with aU these elements of un-
certainty ceteris paribus. For precisely the same reasons, it is clear
that the right-hand side of (17) —which is the marginal cost of
capital defined as the minimum marginal expected retum on current
investment required to justify any additions to retentions, size of
capital budget, and expected growth — varies directly vfith each of
these dements of uncertainty: <^,a,p, and the future price-dividend
variance ratio c — as well as the investors' risk-aversion parameter
a, and (at least when probability distributions are identical, as we
are assuming), the relative importance of the stock /<.

One further generalization based on "duration" is of central
importance: the earnings yield y, is equal to the reciprocal of the
product of the dividend payout ratio and duration if but only if the
variance of expectations is independent of futurity; if expectation-
variance increases with futurity, the earnings yield is necessarily
less than this product. Mathematically, and in full generality, if
w e let ixT)-^ = Xy,, we have \=\if and only if P = 0 (as in
Models I, I I , and I I I ) ^ while \>1 for all i9 > 0 (as in Models

1. Tt minr be either greater or less thaa T» because a appears in the
one and p in the other.

2. In other woids, in the first three models, the eaminga yield on the
atodc is equiil to the redprocal of xTi—i.e., i/ii = (zTt) - ! for models
i = 1, 2, 3, — which again gives, for any x or r, the relation yn < v«i < Vn as
pointed out in discussing these models—and by (17) the marginal cost of
capital rises correspondingly (quite apart from the additional increase due
t C ^ i Model n l ) .
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IV, V, and VI). In consequence, the marginal cost of capital is
always greater than the eamings yields (and often by substantial
margins) whenever the uncertaivty of expectatiora increases with
futurity. Moreover, this excess of marginal cost of capital over
eamings yields, is not due to any tendency of such uncertainty to
depress eamings yields. On the contraiy, as would be expected, it
is immediately apparent from equations (14) and (16) that, for
fixed eaminp, payout ratios and other parameters, Po varies in-
versely and consequentiy the eamings yield varies directly with p.
In sum, the fact t^at uncertainty increases with futurity (/9 > 0)
raises both eamings yields and the marginal cost of capital — and
both increasingly with the size of jS — and introduces a positive
"spread" between them so that eamings yields necessarily under-
state the marginal cost of capital (even when a = 0). The essential
economic reasons for these and other theorems to be developed can
best be brought out by a further separate examination of these
models.

Model IV: p > 0, a = 0. To isolate the effect of j3, we shall
first examine Model IV and compare it with Model II. The degree
of uncertainty (variance) is independent of rates of retentions and
growth (a = 0) in both cases, but in Model IV there is a linear in-
crease (proportional to ^ > 0) in expectational uncertainty over
time conceming growth rates, while in Model II j3 = 0 and expecta-
tional variances do not increase with futurity.

The essential economic reason for the excess of the marginal
cost of capital over the eaminp yield when /8 > 0 (even when
a = 0) tums on the fact that in all models mcc always inherently
involves the derivative at price with respect to retentions (cf. equa-
tions (17) while y, per se does not. It is also true that, in both
Models II and IV (as in all others), any differential in the retention
ratio r which increases growth rates will lengthen the duration T
of the resulting dividend stream, since such higher retention rates
necessarily mean that relatively less of the total expected cash
fiow will fall in earlier years and relatively more in later years. In
Model II, however, the "uncertainty discount" in the eyes of in-
vestors (measured by unity less the ratio Dt/Do^') is an exponen-
tially linear function of time, so that its effect is equivalent to a
single upward adjustment in a discount rate held constant over
time. Moreover, under these conditions, the weighted average over
future time of this (constant) adjustment in "as-if" discount rates
is invariant to changes in duration induced by changing r. But in
Model IV, on the other hand, the uncertainty discount is an ex-
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ponentially quadratic function of time, and the increaae in T with
any poaitive differential r now means that not only the existing
level of the weighted average over future time of uncertainty dis-
counts (which is reflected in y,) but also the increase in this average
percentage uncertainty discount (which is not reflected in the level
of ye) must also be allowed for in meaauring the marginal coat of
capital. It is this latter component' which makes A > 0 whenever
/} > 0 and p, > 0.

Moreover, the situation is further compounded: for any pven
i9 > 0, A also increases with increasing r throughout the rdevant
range. The essential economic reason is that the rate of increase
in duration (as well as the duration itself) ia a monotone increaaing

function of the expected growth rate (i.e., di'T/'dg' > 0), ao that
the change in the wdghted-average uncertainty diacounta will in-
creaae directly with growth ratea (and hence with r up to the point
where any further differential in r will not increase the expected
growth rate). A j8 > 0 conaequentiy not only raiaea eaminga yidda
and introduces a positive spread between eamings yidda and tiie
marginal cost of capital, but also makes the relative spread larger the
higher the retention ratio (or the smaller the dividend payout)
up to values far beyond^ the optimal r.

We also, as in our other models, find that the slope of the
y, function on r depends inveisdy on the difference between mar-
ginal expected retums p and the marginal cost of capital [mcct =
(xTt) -^] but the levd of the latter function varies directiy with the
size of /8 > 0. Consequently, the levd of the ye function on r is
raised for all r > 0 by amounts that (both abaolutdy and rda-
tively) vary directiy with j8, and for any given j8 > 0, by relative
amounta that increase progressively '^ with r — the whole function

3. Since stock prices are finite in models IV-VI, there is some dis-
count rate, constant over time, which will give the same price as equation
(16) for given values of Dt and g. Call this rate JU, defined implidtly by
P. = D^(E, -g)= D,A, so that E. - 0 = A-\ As shown in [A4], dif-
ferentiating each term partially with r, yields 9E^9r = p - (p. - 2arCa^ )X-*,
so tiiat X = (p^ - 2arCa^/ip^ - ^Ejdr). With a = 0* in model IV, \ is
equal to the ratio of the marginal expected return to its excess over the
marginal increase in the "as if' discount rate. It is also shown tbat aWBr > 0
and 3'E^3i'> 0 for all /9 > 0 in models IV-VI.

4. Specifically for all r associated with marginii] expected retums
p ,> 2arC^. The theorem is valid for r far beyond its optimum values dnce
the optimal r» involves p = ixT)-^ + 3arCa*^, and p declines with r.

5. The relative increase in y. with /3 is a positive function of r for all
r and fi, and this produces the shitt in min y, noted bdow. Tlie comQMinding
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bdng generally curled upward and to the left about its (higher)
intercept at r = 0. This movement in tum has the further conse-
quence of shifting the minimum of the y, fimction on r to the
left (corresponding to smaller retentions) by amounts that vary
directiy witii j9. This corresponds to our earlier proposition that
increased variances and expectational uncertainty reduce optimum
retentions, budget dze and expected growth rates, since the optima
minimize eamings yields in this as in all our other modds. Perhaps
more surprisingly, the fact that A > 1 and increases with r when
P > 0 means that the minimum mcct necessarily lies above and
to the left of the TniniTniiTn y^. The decision mle that p^ = mcct =
^ye = {!^4,) ~^ consequently involves the intersection of p̂  with
mcct at a point where the latter is rising and is above the eamings
yidd — once again, in contrast to Modds I and II, the marginal
cost of capital is not only always greater than earrangs yields, but
it is not minimized even though a = 0 in Model IV.

Finally, variations in the ratio X = {xT) -VVa ( = mcc/y, in
Modd IV) with j9 require comment. For all profit functions and

values of r for which kf -{• C(r^> g, the ratio \ varies directiy with
P — and this will be tme whenever 1 < X < 1.6708. On the other
hand, when profit opportunities are sufficiently rich and retentions

are sufficientiy large to make g > 1^ + Co*^^, then X will vary in-
versely with j3 — more rapid rates of increase of expectational
variances with futurity will reduce the relative understatement of
the marginal cost of capital given by eamings yields. But this can
occur only if the understatement is already greater than 67 per
cent. Since both the dze of X and its relative rate of increase with
g in this region are increadng functions of the growth rate g, X can
be very large when this "partial reversing" phenomenon occurs."

The effects of a jS > 0 (specifically p = .2) are illustrated by
the ytt and mcct curves in Figure I udng the same values for all
other variables as in the previous models. Since these illustra-

(Asobtte increase is also necessarily positive so long as 9<fe' + Ca^ and
consequently for small r values; and also for retmtion rates near optimal
values (and for all laiger r); but in strong growth situations it may be nega-
tive for (no more than) an intennediato range of r values.

6. Moreover, it is also of considerable interest to noto that in full gen-
erality within this "upper region" where g>k^+ C^^ , not only the relative
increases in y, with increasing jS but also the rate of increase wUh g m these
relative increases vaiy direct!^ with the growth rate g. With relatively high
growth rates, both aarniny yields (and stock prices thnnselves) become ex-
tremely senative to the time-rato of incresse in expectational variances meas-
ured by ^.
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FIGURE n
ILLUSIBATIVE MAROINAI. EXPECTED RAXBB OF RKrcmr, EAENINOS YIEUMS, AND

MABGINAL COSTS OF CAPITAL: COMPAEIBONB OF MODELS IV iUiD VI.
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tions used a profit function suffidently anaemic to avoid the
growth stock paradox involved in earlier models, curves for Model
IV are redrawn in Figure II with a profit function offering much
richer (and for many companies, more realistic) growth potentials
— specifically a (linear) average profit mnning from 41 per cent
(at r = 0) ta 21 per cent with all incame retained — which would
have been incompatible with earlier models. (/9 was also raised
to .3 and Co^ was raised to .01).

Inddentally to avoid misunderstanding, these results and the
model from which they are derived need to be clearly dist i i^shed
from a somewhat similar modd advanced recently by Gordon.' Gor-
don simply assumes that the discount rate applicable to the future
will be an increadng function of time* and asserts that if this
assumption is tme "the corporation's cost of capital is an increas-
ing function of the rate of growth in its dividend." * In our Model
IV the time-increase in the uncertainty discount is derived from
explicit assumptions regarding the stodiastic process of profit rates
themselves ar^ from the properties of an explicit utility function.
Moreover, in Modd IV the eamings yidd always deeUnes from
r = 0 to the optimal retention rate, and the rdevant cost of capital

7. The Investment, Financing and Vduation of the Corporation, op. dt.
8. Gordon used no utility function, and dnaply started witb an assump-

tion TWBrHing variances of dividends (which is a variable to be derived);
did i th hi fc i i h th

tion B g variances of dividends (wic ) ;
finding this assumption did not require that his fci increase over time, he then
assumed that fct did so increase, arid from Uiis assumption asserted the condu-
don stated in the text. Gordon's discount rate for a nven future time fci
wiU be the sum of our » (or the ride-free k) plus (7(«^ + /}?, t).

9. Op. dt., p. 43.
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FIGURE m
ExFKiED RATIS OF RnrnRN, EABNINQS YIELDS, AND

COSTS or CAPiTiu.: C^OMPABISONS or MODBLS IV AND V I .
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(although greater and turning up sooner) will also dedine
for a range of r if the marginal retum on investment p at r = 0 is
large relative to the time-rate of increase in the variance of ex-
pectations pCi^ (as it will often be for companies worthy of being
considered as "growth stocks") — and the range (and TnnTiTnutTi ex-
tent) of falling m^Xi will generally be greater the greater this ratio.
These major differences in conclusions conceming the effects of an
increasing uncertainty of expectations over the future arise from
the fact that Goidon identifies tjie "cost of capital" with that single
discount rate, constant over time, which if used in computing pres-
ent values, would give the same present value as direct computation
using some assumed pattem of increasing discount rates in each
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TABLE m

CASH FLOW SIBBAMS IMPLIED BT DmmiMT MCDELS

AT THxm OFTDIUM RAIKB or GBOWTH

(Sise at indicated time expressed as a ratio

r*

pCa'^r

Time*

1
5

10
20
35
50

100
00

Max. value:
Occunat:

'Indieata i

P

J68

J0415
0
0

1J042
1231
1JS14
2293
4274
7:965

63.i43
00

00

vt^niBngv

IP

M
J0331
.0100
0

A ID

1JO23
1.179
1.392
1J939
3.185
5286

10.074
00

00

•bn.

Model
im
.35
XB713
J0112

0

atmaieated

1.016
1JO83
1.173
U75
1.745
2218
4J919

00

00

IV

.31
J02465
J01096
jOOlr

ITime

1JO14

1JO37
0.887
0^71
0.162
0:0*18

0
1JD48
654

IV»

J67
.1849
J02398
j003r

1.171
2J074
3.703
7JS23
7JO75
1.742
QJ[f9

0
853

265

VP

A17
.1362
J0185
J00404r

1.120
1J628
2.166
2J092
0^436
OJ015
0J0"4

0
226

1456

1 Buad on praflt fmstiao and other drta in TsUa I.
•Bued on praflt fimetion •nd other data in Tktde II.
• Y e n i n f t t u n .

period. Thia weighted average of increasing discount ratea ia, of
courae, a monotone increaaing function of the growth rate of the
dividend atream, but it ia not the "cost of capital" which is relevant
for corporate dedsionrmaking purposes.^ Aa ahould be dear by
now, the appropriate coat of capital to be compared with ihe mar-
ginal expected return on current inveatmenta is the mcc curve aa de-
rived and diacuaaed above.

Modd V: p>0,a>0. Modd V differa from IV only by re-
introducing a poaitive dependence between the variance of growth

1. This confusion iJso leads Gordon to regaid the cost of capital as in-
dependent of the retention and growtii rate when uncertainty and his time-
discount rates are not increasing over time, whereas as diown in Models n and
III admitting time-invariant uncertainlgr (and even in Model I under abso-
lute certainty), the relevant cost of capital (to be compared with retums on
current investments in growth situations) is neceaaarUy a deereaaing function
of retentions and growu rates over a substantial range. These renilts stand
in equidly sharp contrast to Solomon's conclusions, as noted in my "The Cost
of Capital andT Optimal Financing of Corporate Growth," op. eU. Cf. Esra
Solomon, "Measuring a Compsny's Cost of Capital," Journal of Buaineaa.
X X V m (Oct. 1955). reprinted in Esra Solomon (ed.). The Managmmt o}
CarpmaU CapUal (Glencoe, HI.: The Free Press, 1959).
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rates and relative size of budget (retentions in the present analysis).
These models are related to each other when j3 > 0 as III and II
were when j8 = 0. The effect of positive a's is once more to twist
the yt curve further upward and to the left (tlie intercept at r = 0
is unaffected but the rest of the curve is necessarily raised) and
consequently to shift its minimum upward and further to the left
(con-esponding to still smaller r values). Optimal budget dze, re-
tentions and expected growth rates consequently vary inversely with
a, ceteris paribus. Since these optima also vary inversely with j3
and o^, ceteris paribus, it follows that the restrictions induced by
all the uncertainty factors are cumulative in their impact. Since
these effects have been considered before, I shall not devdop detailed
decidon mles for this intermediate model, but shall move directly to
the final case which involves interaction effects.

Model VI: FuU Interdependence. In Models IV and V the
rate of increase in the expectational variance of growth rates
with futurity was independent of the size of budget. We now
drop this restrictive assumption, and let the expectational vari-
ance (viewed as of to) of the growth rate at some future to + T be
ff? =«''!,„ ( 1 + o » ^ ) ( l + 2 / 8 T ) , which upon integration makes the

variance of the cumulated growth over a span T into the future
o'^ =ro%(l + at^) (1 + /8r) = ro?, -|- i8<̂ . T" with o^, = < ( 1 -hor*)

as before. The certainty equivalent Dr of the random recdpt Dr
now becomes
(18) DT = Doe^ii-c»;^ t̂ + '̂J
which is less than (16) for all a > 0; this certainty equivalent rises
more slowly to a lower maximum (reached at an earlier time) and
falls more rapidly than that used in Models IV and V. The price of
the stock Po will still be given by equation (16) if of̂  is substituted
for o^^ in the denominator, and in the specifications of to and 2.
With the corresponding substitution in the last term of Z, equation
(17a) is also still valid, but we now have

^ /A= ip- 2arCal) B/A - 2afirCal B*/A
V

00

where B = J te-^ dt and T = B/A as before, while
0

B* = J &e-^ dt and 7 = B*/A. The earlier decidon
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mles in (17b) and (17c) now become

(19) ^^OOBXUP- 2arCal)T - 2apCr<^. V] ^ 1,

or, letting {XTB) -^ = A, Ven,

(20)

The generalization in terms of the Macauley-Hicks "duration" (p.
79 above) of the dividend stream still holds provided that mar-
ginal expected retum is adjusted for the full marginal change in the
variance of the growth rates which is now greater than in Models
IV and V by virtue of the factor pV/T > 0. Just as T is the
weighted average time or "duration" of the stream, with present
values of payments as weights, V is the weighted mean squared time
(or futurity from to) using the same weights.

While i/ao = V«6 when retentions and growth are both zero,
Vas > yes for all r > 0; yeo is pivoted on the same intereept as
yaB on the vertical axis, but once again, yet is curled upward and
leftward because of the additional interaction between a and p in
Model VI. The minimum ytt consequently lies above and to the
left of min yga, and the optimal rates of retention and growth ceteris
paribus are consequently stiU lower than in Model V, and a fortiori
lower than in aU previous models. The "shortfall" of optimal levels
of expected profit and growth rates below their respective maxima
is correspondingly greater than in all previous models. Moreover,
the relevant cost of capital mccg is correspondingly greater than in
previous models: again due to the added interaction of a and p ,
(xTa) ~̂  = AsVae > AsVas by usually substantial margins for all re-
tention ratios r; and the second compound term in (20) increases
mcca still further. While 2arCo' will be the same in Model VI as in
V, the term (1 + pV/T) in the present model is also an increasing
function of retentions and growth rates so long as capital budgets
are below optimum size. (The same relative shift in timing of re-
ceipts to the more distant future, which increases the mean dura-
tion T with higher growth rates, will increase the weighted mean
square futurity V relatively even more.)

Because of all these several interacting and compounding
effects of o^ > 0, a > 0 and p > 0, with the rate of increase in ex-
pectational variance of growth rates allowed to be some increasing
function of retentions and growth rates, the minimum acceptable
mar^nal expectation of profit rates on incremental investments
su£Scient to justify the use of incremental funds to finance incre-
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mental investment — i.e., the marginal cost of capital—(a) is
necessarily considerably greater than in any previous model, (b) is
neceaaarily (and uaually very substantially) greater than the earn-
i n p yield, and (c) ia necessarily rising at the optimum point indi-
cated by the intersection of p with mcc^. Again theae rdationahipa
hold in full generality ' and are illuatrated in Figure II. It will be
apparent that throughout our analysis in all models, even though
we have treated />, the marginal expected profit rate, aa the de-
mand-for-funda function, and mcc as a coat (or supply) of marginal
funds function, the latter ia inherentiy dependent on the former:
while the position (height) of mcc at any point rafiects the mean
(or total) profit rate or profitability, growth, and variances, the
slope of the mcc curve at any point ceteris paribus is greater nega-
tivdy (or smaller positively) the greater the p at that scale of

operations."
Other Genendizations. Comparison of equations (20), (17) and

(6a) reveals certain generalizations which are true in all six modela.
In all models, the price of the atock will be increaaed if and only
if (a) the dividend payout of (b) the exceaa of the marginal ex-
pected retuma on current inveatmenta over the marginal growth-
rate-variance, exceeds (c) the product of A and the dividend yidd
of the stock :

(21) - ^ ^ 0 <= =>x[p^ - 2arCyo»]

/ 1 in modela I-V
\ (1 -j-

/

where y = \ (1 -j- j8 V/T) in model VI
0 in modela I, II, and IV
a > 0 in modela III, V, and VI

= 1 in modela I-III
in models IV-VI

and where ya is ceteris paribus an increadng function of a, j8,

and C = a(l + ft)c/2 — and consequentiy of the investor's

2. Mathematical proofs are given in [A5] of the mimeo. appendix.
3. It mi^t also be noted that whereas the marginal cost of cajntal curve

neeeaaarUy declines for a time fram its value at r = 0 as r increases in Models
I and n , and uauaUv does so in Models III and IV, the eondition for mee to
have a declining section for some range of r > 0 becomes increasing stringent
as we move through Models V and VI. Because of this pattern as one mi>ves
from modd to model, two additional theorems are proved: Fint, that if in
Models IV, V or VI Smee/Sr = 0 when r = 0, then aP/ar>0 and p>mec so
that positive retentions and expected growth rates are indicated. Corrcspond-
ingtly. proof is given that if aP/Sr ̂ 0 at r = 0, so that no retentions are
justified, then 9mcc/9r>0: the maigmal cost of capital ia neceaaatUy rimg
as it passes throurii the vertical axis. But for some ranges of positive dopes
of inec at the origin, positive retentions and expected growth rates will be
optimal.
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aversion parameter, the importance of the stock in their portfolio
and the ratio of the variance of retum due to resale price to the
dividend-growth-rate-variance.

Moreover, for all rates of retention r ̂ r * (the optimum), ihe
dividend payout of the adjusted marginal expected retum plus the
expected growth rate will necessarily be larger than the sum of «
(or the riskfree rate k), the covariance term or̂ , and the variance
of the growth rate Ct^ at the time the decision is being made —

' o

except only at the optimum itself in Models I-III; the former sum
will be larger than the latter even at the optimum in Models IV-VI.
Even thou^ the marginal cost of capital may be less than the dis-
count rate adjusted upward for current risks, the investor's retum
from the expected growth rate and the dividend payout of mar^nal
expected retum {after adjustment for marginal growth-rate vari-
ance) will never fall short of this sum when optimizing policies are
followed in any of these models. And, for those who wish to think
in terms of a dngle discount rate, constant over time but refiecting
the appropriate average of all allowances for uncertainties over
the entire future, it may be noted that the sum of the dividend
payout of the adjusted marginal expected retum plus the ex-
pected growth rate will always exceed this "as-if" discount rate as
well in Models IV-VI for all r ^ r*, and will again be as low as
this figure only at the optimizing point in Models I-III.

Finally, since the sum of the dividend yield and growth rate
has been suggested by others as the relevant marginal cost of capi-
tal, it is worth noting that this identification is valid only at the
origin in Modds I-III, and that it overstates the required retum
throughout the range 0 < r ^ r* in these models; that it understates
the required returns at the origin in Models IV-VI and may or may
not do so over the rest of the relevant range (both situations are
illustrated in Table II) since the difference in the slopes of mcc and
(l/< + 0) is a function of all other parameters. At the optimum for
Model VI in Table II the proper marginal cost of capital is 24.3
per cent, while the sum of dividend yield and expected growth rate
is 17.1 per cent—only about two-thirds as much.

V . SUMMABT OF CONCLUSIONS

1. This paper has examined the comparative stochastic dy-
namics of optimal corporate growth using the criterion of maxi-
mum present value of the common stock where the latter in tum
is equal to the present value of the certainty equivalents of the pros-
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pective cash fiow (dividend) stream and the certainty equivalents
are determined either by the indifference curves in purely competi-
tive markets of optimizing investors or (in the absence of viable
markets for the relevant "futures") directly by subjective risk-
aversion (utility) considerations. The models had the property
that expected values exhibit steady (exponential) growth, but cer-
tainty equivalents fall short of expected values by amounts which
depend upon the particular stochastic process of future profit rates
assumed, as well as market-equivalence or utility considerations.
The later and more realistic models had tlie eminently desirable
property that the certainty equivalent of receipts reach a well-de-
fined rruudmum and then progressively decline to zero. For sim-
plicity the analysis was confined to optimal internally financed
growth and the appropriate size of capital budgets. To emphadze
the relation of this analysis to current discussions in corporate
finance, decision mles were derived in terms of an appropriately de-
fined marginal cost of capital.

2. In order to encompass the essential characteristics of ex-
pectations of corporate growth continuing over substantial periods,
we made the position of the marginal efficiency of capital function
a monotone increasing function of a company's realized size (assets,
capital stock, or earnings). When this is done the profit function
relevant to any future period's investment is a function of amounts
of investments in intervening time periods. After appropriately
including the shift in such future profit opportunities attributable to
this period's investment in the measure of its (average and mar-
ginal) profitability, we established that the market discount rate
is not (except by coincidence) the proper cutoff rate for the mar-
ginal (expected) rate of retum on current investment for estab-
lishing optimal target values for the relative size of capital budgets,
amount of financing or ideal growth rates; nor is a discount rate
reflecting current risks, nor even the single "as-if" discount rate
assumed constant over time, the correct rate to use — and this is
tme even though, in all the models in this paper, the sum of the divi-
dend payout of the marginal risk adjusted expected rate of return
in the company plus the expected growth rate always equals or ex-
ceeds each of these criteria which have been suggested elsewhere.

3. The current eamings yield of the company's stock will pro-
vide the proper cutoff rate for (expectationally) continuing expan-
sion financed by retained earnings only if there is complete cer-
tainty from here to eternity or if the uncertainty present is some
constant profit-rate variance o^ which is independent of the size
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of the capital budget and rate of investment and strictiy invariant
over time. Under any more general conditions, the proper marginal
cost of capital (for comparison with the marginal expected rate of
return on current investment) is necessarily greater than the cur-
rent eamings yidd on the stock — and by amounts which, both
absolutdy and rdativdy, vary directly with the relative dze of
the capital budget and its associated expected rate of growth. For
growth rates at least equal to the sum of u (or the rieikless market
discount rate) and growth-rate-variance, the difference is at least 67
per cent of the eamings yield and rises rapidly with greater growth
rates up to and even beyond the optimum.

4. The current eamings yield itsdf is not some constant inde-
pendent of the dze of the capital budget as generally suggested;
instead, it is a falling fimction of both the size of the budget and
growth rates up to the optimal point of both. More generally, it
falls at decreasing rates to the optimum budget size and thereafter
rises at increasing rates. This is tme in each of the six models
analyzed in this paper ranging from pristine dasdcal prescience
through increadngly complex stochastic stmctures. Since the eam-
inp yield does fall with increadng dze of capital budgets between
those yielding no expected growth and those of optimal dze, the
excess (noted in the previous point) of the rdevant marginal cost
of capital for retained eamings over the current earnings yidd does
not make the marginal cost of capital itself as great as would other-
wise be the case. But tn ftill generalUy, the marginal cost of capital
wUl be greater (a) the greater the variance of profit rates, (b) the
greater the ratio of future market-price variance to future eamings
or dividend variance, and (c) the greater is the positive depend-
ence, if any, of tiie variance of expected growth rates on rdative
dze of capital budgets, (d) the greater the podtive dependence of
the variance of expectational profit rates on the futurity of the ex-
pectation— which will be present whenever expectational profit
rates are regarded as a cumulative stochastic process with time-
independent increments — and, if so, (e) the greater the positive
dependence, if any, of time-rate-of-increase in expectational vari-
ances of future growth rates upon the relative size of capital budgets.
With hyperbolic utility functions and lognormal probabilities, the
investors' risk-averdon factor also raises the marginal cost of capi-
tal, since it enters directiy into the rdation between certainty-
equivalents and expected values when these are derived from mar-
ket-place equilibria. And, at least in the special case where investois'
utility functions and probability distributions are identical, the
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relative importance of the stock in portfolios also enters directiy in
determining risk discounts and certainty-equivalents.

5. For given degrees of uncertainty, higher expected average
and marginal expected profit rates mean lower current eamings
yields on the stocJc ceteris paribus. More significantly, higher mar-
ginal expected profit rates make the decline in the current eaminp
yield steeper (at all points short of the optimum). Moreover, in
spite of the fact that making investments with high marginal retums
increases expected future eaminp, they reduce the marginal cost
of capital in a partial equilibrium context — and do not increase
it as standard writinp aver.

6. Adherence to the criterion of maximizing the expected value
of shareholders' equity does not imply maximizing expected growth
rates as commonly assumed. This is tme even under etemal cer-
tainty, and the "shortfall" between optimal and maximal expected
growth with this criterion becomes absolutely and relatively larger
as uncertainty is introduced, and does so in compounding fashion
as described in point 4 above.

7. The marginal cost of capital in all models is an inverse func-
tion of the Hicks-Macauley "duration" of the implied income stream
to investors. The optimal "duration" however, like optimal ex-
pected growth rates and the most preferred average expected profit
rates, is less than the maximum obtainable.

8. When any allowance is introduced for the variances of ex-
pectations (of receipts or profit or growth rates) to increase with
futurity, there is no possibility of a "growth-stock paradox" even
in a partial equilibrium context.

9. Under generalized uncertainty (e.g.. Models III-VI above),
the relevant marginal cost of capital is not only greater than cur-
rent eaminp yields by amounts that increase with the size of the
budget but is necessarily rising at the optimum point (where it
intersects with marginal expected rate of retum). Even though
leverage per se has not yet been considered explicitiy, it necessarily
follows from the preceding analysis that the conventional weighted-
average-cost-of-capital ruLe w inherently erroneous and doumr
biased. Even if a weighted average of equity and debt costs were
the proper criterion, the average of eaminp yield and interest cost
would be too low because the relevant marginal cost of retained
eaminp is greater than the eaminp yield (and the relevant mar-
ginal cost of outside equity still larger). If, for instance, both re-
tained eaminp and debt are to be used in financing, standard pro-
duction theory insures that (a) the optimal mix will involve the
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equalization of the two (interdependent) marginal costs and (b)
the relevant marginal cost of (optimal-mix) finance for any dzed
budget will be equal to the marginal costs of each type of finance
used.*

4. Cf. Lintner, "The Cost of Capital and Optimal Financing of Corporate
Growth," op. eit., and "Optimal Side Bearing, Retentions and Leverage in
Corporate Growth," op. dt., for further devdopment.
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